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DEDICATION 

TO REGAN, RENARD AND RAEL, my three sons who blessed me with the gifi 

of motherhood. 

and 

FOR SESSE, DOUGLAS AiiD KENNETH! my partners. who al1 encouraged me 

to expand my boundaries in order to become the woman 1 have been designed to be. 



ABSTRACT 

Life ir a series of  <tories, each rememhered with meaning and al1 enhanced with 

emotional nuances. We are shaped by our experiences and honed by those we allow into 

our lives by relationships. This Integrative Study used the vehicle of metaphor as found in 

Flemish oil painting masterpieces of the 17th century. Step by intricate step the painting 

takes fom. Each succeeding technique builds on the one preceeding it. There are no short 

cuts. When the final bmsh stroke has been carefully applied. the portrait is singularly 

unique and bears the hallmark of distinctiveness. Such is my life. 
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PREAMBLE 

Researching this study was more than a trip down memory lane, it was in every 

way an odyssey into forgonen avenues and dimly shaded messes of my mind. 

The rnalodorous whiff which assaulted my nose when 1 opened boxes of letter 

and memorabiiia îrom Liberia was.. . overpowering ! Mddew DOES NOT improve with 

time. S ~ f f e d  into one manila folder were samples of cloth and simple drawings of 

outfits sent my mother (a seamstress) to show her what 1 was busy stitching into my 

wardrobe. 

Reading the poignant lettea ("Mornmy, when are you and Daddy corning to get 

us?") from our sons immeaed in boarding school 360 miles away (it seems 

Kilometers!) brought unhedded rnistiness to my eyes. 

At times the house was airbrushed with the sounds of African music, 

atmosphere vibrating with the lively rhythm of hand-made drums. Sitting in 

onger in 

the very 

a comfy 

sofa-chair iistening often to my adoptive father's favorite music, Tchaikovshy's 

Nutcracker Suite. mernories of Mom's fmitcake, Afican palrn butter and freshly brewed 

chai effervescing, my recall became almost palpable. 

My adoptive mother diligently kept every letter 1 wrote her for years. Because 

fatigue was a constant bedfeIlow, dot of vignettes did not get recorded in an accessible 

part of my craniurn. Reading about the children's antics evoksd a great joy belonging to a 

tirne past. It was a case of full-flight remhiscence. 

I am aware that my present reality is the accumulative result of my past 

experience. At the beginning of this process 1 decided the metaphor of a painting was 

appropriate. It w u  a fortuitous moment when on a ment visit to King's FoId Retreat, I 



came upon the following quote by Francis Schaefer, artistically designed as a poster. 

No work ufan is more important than the Christian's own life. Every Christian 
is called upon to be an anist in this sense (S)He rnay have the gij? of writing, the gift of 
composing or singing, but each (wo)mon hos the gifr of creaiivity in t e m  of the way 
(s)he lives hisher Zife. ln this sense, the C h r i s t i ~ k  life is to be a thing of truth, and 
aiso a thing of beauty in the midrt of a lost and despairing worid. 

Through the course of these pages, I s h d  endeavor to develop that theme. As 

this integrative study took form, 1 began to see the canvass of my life in a new light. One 

final brush stroke. the names of persons have been changed where persona1 

embarrassrnent might be involved. 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE CANVASS: PRENATAL INFLUENCE OF MY BRTHPARENTS 

The decade of the '40's spawned many changes in the lives of Canadians. In 1940, 

the population of Canada stood at 11,394,000. Citizens bought a quart of milk for 13 cents, 

bread soid for 8 cents a ioai and the average new home required 56,558.00. 

The Liberal Party, under the leadership of W.L.MacKenzie King had been in 

power since the spring. The government introduced Unemployment Insurance on July 

11 of that year. Internationally, billowing war clouds began to chi11 the h e m  and rninds 

of people the world over. A touch of reality broke through the haze of deniai when 

Princess Julianna of the Netherlands anived on June 1 I to spend her exile here following 

the invasion of her country by Germany. 

September brought the fmt instaheni of prisoners of war to Canada. 

internment camps in various parts of the country were waiting for them. Later that 

month, hundreds of British children were evacuated from England to Canada for safety 

reasons. 

The carnage of war was deemed inevitable as auturnn's blazing colon acquiesced 

to the blast of winter winds. In one srnail domestic venue, a conflict of another sort was 

threatening the peace of Joe and Evelyn Green. 

Both Joe and Evelyn had seen the light of day in Ontario, Brockville and 

Windsor respectively, 16 years apart. 

In 1906 Joe's parents relocated themselves and 8 children to Fort Saskatchewan, 

Alberta, settling on a farm in the district of Sumyside. 

Meanwhile, the Bice family (Evelyn's) decided the long trek West to homestead 
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country in northem Alberta was worth the tears of fareweli and the anxiety of the 

unknown. The Peace Country welcomed them as they sank new mots into virgin soil. 

Evelyn tumed ten that year. Aiready her family had experienced 4 infant/childhood 

deaths. 

Researching a iiistory book about che town and rurrounaing area o i  Fort 

Saskatchewan gave me some intereshg insights into the Green household. What was 

ornitted h m  the text was even more intriguing. In the detailing of a i l  the marriages, 

births and deaths of the descendants of John Robinson Green (patriarch of the farnily) 

the fact of Joe and Evelyn's union was a notable omission. His second mamiage to Mary 

and consequent children is mentioned, however. 

What does that imply? My own visceral feeling is a great sadness that an entire 

family unit could totally ignore 3 little people who were profoundly affected by this 

couple. Unexplainable circumstances beyond their reach tumed them into "non 

personas" as far as Green family history. 

Evelyn Bice grew up in a household mied by a tough, continuaily grumpy father 

who allowed no nonsense from either his partner or his offspring. Her father owned and 

ran a small country store in a small town known today as BiUey. The children were 

expected to cany a fair share of the work at home as well as at the store. No questions 

asked or sloth aiiowed. 

In her late kens Evelyn fell in love with a gentleman who worked on the CPR 

rail h e .  One thing led to another (the mid '30s werent reaiiy ail that different than the 

late 'Ws), and the day came when she knew for certain she was carrying his child. Can 



you hear the brisk "tsk tsks" and see the eyes rolled skyward? 

Cui~rai  ambience in rural Alberta frowned on baba born without the trappings 

of a wedding. Even then, there were methods to terminate this unthinkable occurrence, 

but with her value system, this was not an option. I g n o ~ g  the temptation to bring 

h m  to herxlf or the baby, Evelyn hid her pregnancy. She confided in no one and 

dressed in lwse-fitthg oudits, which accomplished the purpose. Not a single sou1 

suspected and she canied on. One day in Februq of 1936, while clerking in her father's 

store, she went into labour. Summoning up the bravest face, she excused herself-and 

delivered her son, alone in a darkened back storage area Think of the pain, physical as 

weil as psychological. Imagine the stumed reaction when she came out holding the 

infant swaddled in a towel. 

The new, and now a runaway, father couldn't bear the idea of "daddyhood" sent 

his love a lener of farewell accompanied by a gift of $ I W t o  "help raise the baby". 1 

cannot condone his flight fmm responsibility. but my feelings are softened by the cash 

peace offering, which at the time was a considerable amount. 

Shordy after this. Joe Green flew into her îife. On May 4, 1936. they were 

mmied in the parsonage of Rev.Skitch, a minister ordained with the Christian and 

Missionary AUiance Church in Edmonton. She was 19 and he was 35 years old. Taking 

on the task of feeding and caring for another man's son was a gesture of magnanimity. 

The little family lived in Edmonton where Joe was employed as a cook. Roy was 

an active, tow-headed 2 and a half year old youngster when baby Eiieen made her 

appearance. Right h m  the start she was pale and lethargic. Doctors told her parents 
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she had a "hole in her heart". Eileen lived 8 months, and died one dark evening in her 

Mornmy's arms. 

Shortiy thereafter the bonds of devotion began to disengage. We now know 

that some couples in grief often cannot cope with the somw of a lost child. They 

wrestie with the grief demons on different levels, frequently negiecting the care and 

nurturing of each other. 

Deep sorrow is often laced with anger and blarne. It can escaiate to monstrous 

heights if no intervention occurs. In the midst of this chaos, Evelyn became pregnant. 

Joe allegedly took the news as an opportunity to berate his wife for the apparent (his 

view) lack of mothenng skiils. He began to threaten her with statements like "You can 

have the baby, but 1 get to keep it". 

And so it came to pas, just before the church bells announced the dawning of 

the New Year 1941,a girl child was bom in the labor and delivery ward of Edmonton's 

Royal Alex hospital. She was named Rosemary Diane. M e r  the requisite 10 days in 

hospital, my broken-hearted mother kissed me goodbye, waked out of the hospitai and 

out of my father's life. She and Roy tmveled back to Grande Prairie where she cüd her 

best to forget and rebuild. 

My father picked me up from the nursery and found a gracious family to "foster" 

me. Divorce papen (I have a zeroxed copy) were signed on June 14. 1941. hterestingly 

enough, the application for the divorce was fded 2 weeks before 1 was boni. The reason 

given for the mamage dissolution? Adultery, on the part of the defendant! Do 1 want to 

dance with the skeletons in the closet? 1 have chosen not to. 
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There was no further contact, either written or verbal, between my birth parents 

from that time onward, even though they had close mutual fnends who could have 

supplied information had it been requested. Stones which have survived the decades, 

but perhaps withered with rancor, suggest an affair with a brother-in-Iaw. 

Reading Dr. I n o m  Verny's Parenring Your ünbom ChiZd and The Secret Life 

of the Unbom Child give me pause. Research done on the subject of relationships 

between spouses and parents shows that harmony positively correlates with an easy 

pregnancy and the birth of a healthy child. 1 wonder about the stress level precipitated 

by quarreling parents and whether or not it adversely affected me. 1 have reason to 

believe that while I was still in Evelp's womb 1 heard hem discussing my fate. More 

about that in a later chapter. 

Anthony DeCasper, professor of psychology at the University of North Carolina, 

and Rene Van de Carr, an obstetncian in Hayward, California, have both conducted 

research which provides data that indicates an unbom child hem, recognizes his/her 

mother's voice, and here's the shocker, cm remember the words! 

The canvass was in place. The painting was to begin. 



CHAPTER TWO 

SUPPORT AND G R O W I N G :  EARLY CHLDHOOD 

Life was good for the wee girl who ended up ixi a loving foster famiiy of Jehovah 

Witnesses. These were the years before a department of Social Services had any input, 

so aü arrangements were strictly private. 

Joe enlisied in the Air Force-cooking was his forte. His duties aliowed him 

weekends to visit me. In the sumrner of 1942 his regiment was cdied hto overseas 

service. A sense of panic set in. What was to become of Rosemary Diane? 

Apparently he resisted the invitation of his family to become caregivers. For 

some coven reason, Joe harbored a measure of uneasiness about his sibiings. He felt my 

weil-king would be comprornised. Neither did the idea of keeping me in the foster 

home seem appealing. 

With a heightening sense of panic he set out for a church organized camp calied 

Sumyside near Sylvan Lake, AB. Perhaps he could fmd some "Christian" couple who 

would adopt me. A miracle was needed. Irnrnediately. 

Marching up the aisle of the tabernacle, (really a multi-layer of wood shavings) 

he eased into a bone-aching seat midway up the sancniary. Penuading the red-haired 

youngster beside him to sit still during the preliminaries was an exercise in futility. 1 

kept tuming around and waving "hi" to a midàie aged couple just behind. No amount of 

"sh-h-h-hing" dissuaded me. 

The service ended, and a wave of courage arose. Tumiog to Noman and Nice 

Thompson, rnanied for 15 years, happy but barren, he mustered the strength to ask a 

crucial question. No infertility clinics or wondrous pharmaceuticals to urge things dong 
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in those days. Both had accepted their reality of childlessness with a sense of quiet 

resignation. 

"1 c m  tell my little girl..", he began, "my littie girl redy likes you. Would you 

like to adopt hei' The words out, he waited with teary eyes. 

Try to imagine the shocù, the joy, the anticipation! A quick giance between 

husband and wife-a conversation unspoken- and the forthcoming, unequivocal " E S ,  

YES, ES"! 

On July 19 it was a feai accompli. 1 went to live with Aüce and Norman in 

Calgary, my birth father flew off to serve his country in Europe. and my name. was 

chanpd to Virginia Ruth.. 

My earliest recollection if of my public dedication to God early that fall. In the 

evangelical church where my adoptive parents were members, children were (are!) 

"dedicated" rather than baptized as infants or "confmed" as early adolescents. 

I walked up to the altar with my new daddy and mommy. The pastor, Rev. 

George Upton. blessed me with a prayer. Customarily, the parents hand their infant to 

the rninister who then holds him or her up so the congregation can "ooh and ahh" over 

the sweetie. Well. it didn't happen that way, and my childheart was rniffed. As we 

&ove home, 1 asked way Pastor Upton hadn't picked me up iike he did with the other 

babies. I can't recal! how my parents answered! 

When 1 related this story on Mother's Day to a congregation that had k e n  

"birthed" by that paaicular church, a woman came up to me after the service and 

infomed me she was in that senice years before and distinctly remembered the details! 



Her recounting the story moves me still. 

in 1943 o u  family moved to Edmonton and took up residence in a rented venue 

3 blocks fiom the leejslative building. One of the daily ntuals enjoyed by mother and 

daughter was watching the red light on the dorne light up every evening. My father 

ovenaw the construction of a house in the Highlands area of the city, and in the spring of 

1947 we were "home". 

The war ended, and Joe Green r e m e d  to Albena. He had made arrangements 

with his brothers a certain arnount of his arrned forces allowance wouid be 

bankedlinvested by them during his tenure in Europe. He planned to buy property upon 

his retum from active duty. It sounded like a great idea. Experience proved othemise. 

The money could not be accounted for, and no satisfactory reason was given. His dream 

vanished, and a heart fdled with resentment, Joe decided to seek his fortunes in northern 

B.C. 

Before moving, he visited Our home several times. Always invoduced as Uncle 

Joe, 1 have wondefil mernories of sitting on his lap, enthralled by his singing. He 

played a tiny accordion, which 1 remember clearly. Recailing those times with my 

parents in the mid-eighties, they sti l l  refened to him as "Uncle Joe". 

A sense of destiny has aiways k e n  a part of my thinking. (My eyes are stinging 

even as those words are typed. 1 am aware how eg~en te red  they can appear to othen.) 

When I was five years old, my Sunday School teacher asked me what 1 was gohg to do 

when 1 grew up. Without a blush or the bat of an eye, 1 replied, "1 am going to be a nurse 

and work in Afnca". Heady stuff for a pre-kindergarten kid. A short time before, revival 
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meetings had k e n  held in our church. A radio-evangelist by the name of Rev.Sawteil 

was the invited guest. An appeal was made at the close of one evening service for 

people to open their hearts to God and ask Jesus Christ to be their personal savior. I 

waiked up to the altar aione. The evangelist himself came and prayed with me. The 

scripnire verse ne useà to neip me uncientanci the significance of th is  spintuai encounter 

was Revelation 3:20 

Behold, I stand at the door and knock I f  any m n  heur my voice. and open the 
abor, I wilf corne in to him and will sup with him and he with me. 

An ancient painting of Christ, standing outside a handeless door, hung in the 

foyer of the church. Using this as a pictonal explanation, Rev.Sawtel1 helped me 

understand completely. 

The rockbed of spiritual growth had begun. In time Psalm 139 became my 

"song" even before I could totally comprehend its import. For exarnple. verse 3, 

You c h a ~  the path ahead of me, and tell me where to stop and rest. Every 
moment. you know where I am 

verses 15J6 

You were there while I was being fomed in utter secfusion. You saw me before I 
was born and scheduled each day of my Zife before I began to breathe. Every day was 
recorded in your Book (Living Bible) 

The school report cards 1 have (thanks to mother's predisposition to packrating!) 

pomy an average snident. One memory of my fmt grade st i i l  makes me cringe. Miss 

MacNeil, an elderly teacher/principai, strapped a mentaily chailenged boy for some 

smaii incident she regarded as insubordination. 1 related the sad scene to my mother in 
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tears, the narrative king made more poignant because the lad and his parents attended 

o u  church. 

Another minutiae-my lifelong dependence on eyeglasses began in grade one. 

A growing awareness gripped me those early years of elementary schwl that I 

waj soniévrhat "~ fe ren t "  than my cousins and other kids at school. Xo siblings, older 

parents, no resemblance to ANYBODY close at hand ... al1 c o d i e d  to 1 was adopted. It 

never became an unbearable burden; I just had to know for sure. 

Pestering my parents brought no satisfaction. Their answer, "you belong to us 

and we love you" seemed a bit hollow to a third grader. Leaving Miss Watson's Room 5 

one early spring aftemoon, I rushed home, clamored upstairs to my room and proceeded 

to have a full-blown tantrum. Kicking and screaming, 1 yeiied at mother. "If you don't 

tell me whether or not I'm adopted, I'm goma run away! !" 

Poor Alice. She was more frightened of me disappearing in a fit of pique that 

disclosing the truth. Tears streaming down her face, she gently confessed that yes, 

indeed, I was adopted. End of scene. 1 told myself I had been right dong and what was 

the big deai anyhow? The issue was never raised again, and 1 wore the fact 1 was 

"chosen" like an invisible badge of pride. 

Raised as a solitary singleton adoptee meant my view of family iife was 

rather .... narrow. Sibiing rivalry was a definite unknown entity. It took rnamiage to start 

the process of understanding the principles of sharing, compromise and negotiation, 

although having a roommate in nurses' training was an enormous kick-start! 

The Thompsons celebrated their silver anniversary the sumrner 1 tumed 12 years. 
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They were feted with rnany beautiful silver accoutrements, some which grace my table 

today. 1 remember king  strongly encouraged (translate that as forced!) to play a few 

piano pieces 1 had recently perfomed at a recital. One of the guests was a musician 

himself. In later yean I accompanied a choir led by hun throughout my coiiege era. 

An early oil painting technique requires a canvass to be "prirned" with a brilliant 

white ground to facilitate the succeeding coloun' clarity and luminosity. Those early 

years accomplished that in my life. 



CHAmEX- 

THE ELEMENTARY DRAWING: ADOLESCENCE AND TEENAGE YEARS 

An aura of melancholy came cding as 1 penised the diaries written in the mid- 

fifües. In 1955 a beloved pastor. Rev. Daniel Buntain was quickly released from this life 

fsliowing a iiiagnosis of cancer. M y  materna1 grandmolher. who had iived with us for 

many years, died 24 houn after k i n g  hospitaiized with unrelenting pain. I learned from 

watching my mother care for her mother that families did this for their own. Years later 

when 1 was nuaing my own terminally ill husbands at home, I recailed those memories, 

and leaned on the strength of them. 

Eastgien Composite High School was a mere 4 blocks fiom my home. Choosing 

the matriculation Stream of courses caused no angst because the firm conviction I w u  to 

be a R.N. had never lessened. 

In grade 10 I had a searing crush on a senior student named Emanuel Evans. This 

good-looking young man owned a black Volkswagen "beede" embellished with decals 

pasted in important places. One day he asked me to meet him outside following the last 

class. Naturaily 1 assumed 1 would not be walking home that chilly day. Weli, BIG 

surprise!! Dear Emanuel only wanted to check out the time of an upcoming youth 

cmsade. He hopped into his car afier getting that information, and off he drove! 

1 stomped home muttering "CAD" under my breath and cned as the ardor 

abmptly faded. 

Scanning the regularly maintained entries reveal a feistiness long forgotten. Two 

examples which show this: 

March 31,195E-Mr. Naciuk is SO UNFAIR. I sttould've hud 12 more marks on 



my health test. I toiù him so afrer schuol, and he gave the marks bock to me. Yeu!! 

September 28,1955 (a Wednes&y)-- Today 1 told Mr. Brown I di&? believe half 
of the stMhe told us. He sure WQS emborrassed. Couldn't get my gym "rompers" 'cause 
the store was closed. 

At what point did 1 lose this ability to stand up to authority figures? When 

did the courage io address perceivecl injustice evaporatr? 

In 1956 the A & W fast food establishment blew into our city and suddenly that 

was THE place to be. Any old "cad" could become a respectable date if he included a 

jaunt to the nearest Marna and Papa burger drive-in. 

The shadow of my cousin Norma (six months older than me) cast itself 

frequently on my pathway. She was blond, beautifid and had the measurements 1 pined 

for. Her dating schedule seemed chockablock full compared to mine. Lots of Friday 

evenings after Young People's I'd catch an Edmonton Transit bus home, knowing full 

well Norma was with either Bob, Raiph or Mervyn. 

In the spring of '56 an opportunity to teach Sunday School presented itself. 

Apparentiy my parents figured I was "stable" enough spiritudy to miss Sunday morning 

worship services. Teaching grade threeers that year was an initiation into a lifelong 

avocation. Houa were spent every week cutting out flannel graph pictorials and making 

sure each child had something to take home after the teaching sessions. 

A weli-dressed young woman in that era coveted slim jims more than any other 

fashion statement. Her closet housed at Ieast one tartan shirt and several straight tweeds, 

if she was lucky. Bobby socks coupled with white bucks or camel-hued sahara boots 

made the difference between "sharp" and "ho hum". 
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A merchant fnend of my father (who at the time was the manager of the Sherwin 

Williams downtown branch) had an upscale women's ready-to-wear shop on Jasper 

Avenue. Chariie Rapp gave me a part-time clerking position with after-schml 

hours. Sunounded by the latest fashions, 1 was deliciously happy. The slow times 

were passecl by musing on how i wouid coordinare my wardroTbe. if I ever earned enough 

money to buy the outfits displayed. The hourly wage was a grand 75 cents an hour. 

Typing was an easy credit course in high school. The day 1 fmally managed to 

type 16 (sixteen!!) words a minute was special-I duly noted it in my diary. 

Seved  notations about rny acne punctuate the pages which otherwise seem 

rather carefree. Case in point is April24,1956 

Boy!! I am desperate about my skin. The order of the &y is no sweets. I have to 
have "will power", but I am jhally getring some. Got a purse-S.98. Thar's v e y  
expensive, but I can't help it. 

A couple of months earlier 1 had wrinen the following in a more playhl mood. 

Febmary 1 1-1 had loadr of work so 1 didn't go tu the church. N o m ' s  Party-- 
what a riod I can hold 7 big mursh l lows  in my mouth!! We played Telegram, Rhythm 
and Fruit Basket. Sorneone stepped on my fout-and BINGO, a hole in my stocking. 

Scattered throughout the pages recording in passionate details my worldview, are 

numerous references to the trips my parents and 1 took fkquently. Sand was sprinkled 

(so to speak!) in my shoes by grade 6. We traveled across Canada 3 times, by rail and 

car. Scandinavian relatives welcomed us in Wisconsin, the Dakotas and Minnesota The 

lure of far-off places has never faded. 

EarIy Remish master-painters carefuliy planned the p e n d  drawing, which 



became the backbone of their f ~ s h e d  work of art. Important contours were included to 

facilitate the necessary skiil, which iayered the oil paints at a later date. As 1 reflect on 

the formative 'teen years, 1 ciearly see the initial stages of teaching which was to 

become a way of Life for me later on. Leaming to adapt to variety in geography as 

weii as sleeping accommodations would serve me weii in the succeeding years. 



CIFAPTER FOUR 

THE PRIMING: NURSINGMIDWIFERY TRAINING 

When 1 entered the halis of the University of Alberta Hospital in the autumn of 

1958, rny view of family Iife was shaken. The stones 1 heard h m  my classrnates and 

patients confumed that rny parents marriage was not the nom. Norman and Aiice 

Thompson had a "liberated maniage" long before that phrase was formulated. 

My cousin Norma and 1 were rwmmates the fmt year. The experience of 

sharing a tiny m m  was an excellent discipline for me. The rules which govemed the 

residence seern quaint and fankly bizarre h m  this vista. Our m m  was inspected every 

month by appointed senior students. Unhappily, it was my side of the Living space that 

always got warning notes--"lhis side is very rnessy. PZease have it in order in 24 hours 

when I corne arounà again." 

We were assigned a seat during the very fmt lecture. and it was ours for the next 

3 years. The young woman next to me was narned Urjula It seemed iike she was always 

under the weather as she lurched from crisis to crisis. 1 kept a note she furtively wrote 

me during a class in microbiology. It read, 

I just hate this crap!! I wish I could SCREAM!!!!!! 

Ursula loved to pour on a pemime called "Emeraude". Recalling the stench of it 

this moment is causing an aile@ reaction!! 

1 remerilber k ing  homfed at the sassiness and rude rernarks, which Dr. 

Metcalfe peppered throughout his lectures on Urology. I was ushered into the " r d  

world" where language was not sanitized nor edited. Our ailowance was '6 12 a rnonth, 

which began after our 6 month probation period. 



ln the second year 1 was eiected president of the Student Nurses Association. 

This position kick-started my public speaking. It also meant free trips to Banff to 

represent my hospital at the annual convention of the Aiberta Association of Registered 

Nurses 

The fmt article I wrote for publication was for the "Torch", the official organ of 

the Gideons. an organization of businessmen cornrnitted to the free distribution of the 

bible. At Our "capping" ceremony (now a long-deleted ceiebration), each student nurse 

was given a smali white New Testament. 1 was asked to write about the persona1 

significance of this. 

1 leamed bat  sometimes everyone else's opinion of certain wards was not 

necessarily divine truth. Most of my classrnates adored the charge nurse on Station 

54(neurology), Miss Parnela Watts. It seerned like a mutual admiration society as they al1 

Ieft with glowing ward reports. Not so with this student. She hated me, and as a result 1 

failed my final report fiom her. It was a hurniiiating time. On the other hand, 1 heard 

scary reports about the clinical instmctor on pediatrics. My feet were leaden as 1 walked 

up to the children's floor for my fmt day on duty. Surprise. Lovely surprise. 

Mrs.Mackintosh and 1 got dong famously. When 1 was her nune in the case m m  a few 

yean later she told me I was one of the best students she had ever taught!! 

One of the young male patients 1 nursed on the polio unit in 1959 won the "Most 

Outstanding University Professor" award in aii of Canada in 1997. 1 heard him 

interviewed by Michael E ~ g h t  on C.B.C. shorily thereafter. 

Life at any stage is full of chmge. During our senior year the entire student body 



was informed that the design of Our most venerable cap was to be chanpd. Such 

distress that brought everyone, especially to the class of September '61. We were to be 

the fmt ones to graduate wearing the updated cap. WELL-L-L, that proclamation 

triggered a revolt!! We certaidy WERE NOT going to Wear that silly new cap, and we'd 

go on suike before we would capitulate to anyone telling us what to do! My, my. The 

energy expended on what proved to be a hitless endeavor. In the end we were indeed 

the fmt to be issued the new cap and we were mighty proud to be the initial graduates 

wearing it. 

Within the quick daily notations in rny diaries from '58 to '61 were joys as well 

as sorrows duly descnbed. 

October 23,1959: Mrs.McGugan had her operation. She imisted on going tu the 
B.R. despite her catheter. Her N went interstitial. Jwt Great!. We went anyway. But 
then she got up on her own and in walked her son, Dr.McGugan. He asked me why she 
was allowed up, and I tried to explain He then told the evening supervisor about me. I 
feel si& Nexr I spilled soup on my unifonn, slipped on some water. Dr.McGugan asked 
another student to sit with his mother the rest of the shift.(Not a word about me, rho'). I 
talked tu Dr. Low afrenvordr and felt better. 

ûctober 3 1,1958: Wonderful service this evening. Believe I got my cal1 to be u 
missionary confinned. George Labercane did some great skits. Asked Maureen to corne, 
but she couldnk 

Jul y 10,1960: I feel àîscouraged. niought I saw Al in the crowd but obviousiy I 
didnk I wish I could make up my mind I should have never come in training. 

1 was reminded by scanning the entries that 1 had more dating relationships than 

previously remernbered! A thread of providence can be traced which protected me from 

maniage to a number of men. Kendail-his obesity in later years made him old before his 

the. Emest-an abuse issue subsequently destroyed his family. Andrew Garden-a 



fourth year medical student whose communication skiils rnatched 

loader. (1 am trying to be polite). 1 know realize 1 was in love with 

the spouse of a doctor. On one date, the ENTIRE evening was 

intricate veinous and tendon structure of my left hand. 

21 

those of a front end 

the concept of king 

spent explainhg the 

It w u  a joumey of self-discovery. AU the seductive brilliance of a future in 

surgery paled when what I wanted most was someone to share his heart, as weil as his 

home. &.Garden stood me up on my 21st binhday. The handwriting was on the wall, 

and 1 needed no translater. In arnongst my papes was a copy of the lener I wrote him. 

Dear Andrew, 
I t w t  you had a happy Christmas. niank you for the card. This is 

rather a hard letter to wnte because I'm not sure everything will corne out the 
way I want it to. 1 want you to send my picture back as soon os possible. AEer 
knowing you for 2 years, it is quite obvious that you are no longer interested in 
me--not that I'm sure you ever were. Looking over the 2 years, I can see some 
glaring errors that I have d e .  One of them was having faith in you. I guess 
you jus? never had enough 'herve" to tell me you had plans for your life. which 
didn 't inc1u.de me. I began to see the light Iast year, and 1 suppose this letter 
should have been wrîtten then instead of now. 

Anyway, this will save you the trouble of prepring a letter or speech of 
your own, I will chdk rhis "affair" up to experience and look fonvard to the 
coming year a little more wise. 

Wishing you the best in your career as a docror, and hoping you never 
get any of your own medicine. It's bitter, believe me. 

Since re l y, 

Loss recovery was swift and without incident. 

As 1961 roiled on my plans began to gel about the future. On the night of my 

graduation 1 was presented with the "Bedside Nursing Award". The prize was a $35 

check dong with a letter stating my classrnates had honored me with the achievement. 

Obstetrics proved to be my forte. It seemed sensible to pursue midwifery in post- 



graduate studies. 1 worked severai months following graduation to build up a bank 

account h m  which 1 could pay my univenity tuition fees. 

My practicum was served in the municipal hospital in Drumheller, Alberta, deep 

in dinosaur country. 1 was housed in the nurses residence so 1 could be "on cd".  Under 

the supervision of Dr. Roy LeRiche, later to be the president of the Albem Coilege of 

Physicians, 1 delivered my quota of 20 babies. The most mernorable delivery was that of 

a Hunerite woman who had previously given birth to 6 sons. We ail fervently prayed 

this baby would be a girl. It wasn't. But the delighted smile on that mother's face told us 

it didn't matter. 

Attaching myself to a lively local church assembly, I had my fmt taste of 

ministry. The pastor invited me to speak several Sundays as well as become involved in 

the youth group. 

For some t h e  1 had felt my wings sprouting, that is, the need to fiy somewhere 

"exotic" to exiend my education into the realm of theology. An application was signed 

and sent to Central Bible Coliege in Sprin&ield, Missouri in the early mon& of '62. As 

a Canadian 1 needed a visa, which would aiiow me to work part-time. Money does1:'t 

drop out of the heavens, unfortunately. 

One horrid week the young woman who was to be my mmmate at college 

phoned to infom me she had changed her mind. Coilege was not in her future plans. 

BOO! A few days later a crisp note from the Arnerican Immigration Bureau told me 1 

was ineligible for a student visa DOUBLE BOO!! 1 told no one of this dilemma as 1 

tned to sort thùigs out. 



In the fmal week of rny pst-graduate snidies, 1 was assigned to the Outpatient 

Department of the University Hospital. Just before lunch my instructor pulled me aside 

into a curtained cubicle and startled me by saying in a stage whisper, 

"1 dontt know what the problem is, but I have to teil you that God will be with 

you and everything is going to be alright". 

It was what I needed to hear, 1 suppose, but I found it hard to rest in those words 

as I had other plans! 

1 didn't know it at the m e .  but 1 was k i n g  "primed". A master painter primed 

the canvass by using a srnail wad of conon dipped in oil. The oil was rubbed with a 

circular motion. and any excess was removed with a sweeping action of the hand. The 

result was a matte finish, smooth and thin with a siight trace of absorbency. A perfect 

base for future color. 



CHAFIXR FIVE 

DEADCOLOURING: NORTHwEST BIBLE COLLEGE YEARS 

With a great sense of reluctance and not a small arnount of aggravation 1 sent in 

an application to a local college. Within days an acceptance letter was in the mail. 

Financiaiiy this was a sensible plan, but the Edmonton setting lacked the "exotic" feel for 

which 1 longed. 1 expected to gain basic theological knowledge there and perhaps head 

out in a couple of years to a fine institute, out of the country. somewhere, anywhere 

exceyt in Alberta! 

On the fmt day of coliege the registmr asked me to assist her with the handing 

out of textbooks. My task was to check the names and the required tex& and fées as the 

day pmgressed. One young man, recently arrived from Kenya where his parents were 

career missionaries, took his tum in the lineup. 1 asked him his narne, and he said, "Jess 

Lynn". 1 mistakenly thought he said, "Jeslyn", so 1 brighdy asked him his last name. 

"Lynn is the last name," he replied darkly. 

"Okay, okay-so 1 rnisundentood. Such a humorless lad." 1 told myself gnmly. 

It wasn't many weeks into the semester when it became quite apparent that young 

man had taken a definite s h e  to me. The rules which govemed dating relationships 

were strict and cornpliance was expected. Each Friday there was a long h e u p  in front 

of the president or his deputy's office. Students were waiting for a "social permit", an 

officia1 slip of paper, which allowed them to be in the Company of a member of the 

opposite sex one t h e  during the weekend. The permit had to be carried at a i l  times 

during the date, and produced on demand if a faculty member required it. Tme love 

actudy blossomed in such a Draconian atmosphere! 



Immediately 1 was in demand for the job of accompanying trios, the college 

choir, a male quartet and various ensembles. My schedule rapidly füed up with vox.1 

and organ lessons also. As if the ngors of al l  this plus classes and the incumbent 

assignments was not enough, I also worked casual part-tirne at the General Hospital, 

night shift. 1 became very clever at sleeping with my eyes wide open, as often I would 

fuiish a shift at 7 am. grab breakfast and be in class at 8 a-m. 

1 kept a note 1 wrote Jess during one of those stressful times. (1s the habit of pack 

rating a genetic characteristic?? !) It is undated. but Christology was a fmt year 

subject, so it must have k e n  the winter of '62 or the spring of '63. 

12r30 a.m. Hi Honey! Itm sitting here in semi-darkiess and for one '"plugged" 
nickel I wish I was ut home. I gathered you weren't feeling too gay when I Zef. Please 
don? be upset-the LORD knows our needs and has promised to meet them I needed 
this job-really I did. It bothers me that it had to derive us of our devotions together. 1 
trust you understami my position re:next Saturday and the wedding. l m  not anrious 
about going. but I don? want Sherry to feel lin not interested I have jus? finished 
marking your Christology notes. I'm s u e  I shall have a good night--that is, 1'11 have a 
bit of time for studying and so on. Love as always, V. 

Working nights at a Roman Catholic hospital was rny initial foray into a 

religious world that was not my own. Every moming the pre-op patients were prepared 

with communion as well as the prescribed sedation, and w w  betide the nurse who failed 

to set the patients up properly for communion. 

Jess was two and a half years younger than me which at fmt precluded his 

eiigibibility, or so 1 onginally mused. Afier our fust date (1 drove, as he had no car), my 

mother took me aside and solemnly declared that Jess wanted to marry me. Stifling my 

laughter, 1 infomed her she was way off the mark. After three dates 1 was no longer 



chortling and she was already planning the wedding ! ! 

My father was on the board of govemoa of the coilege during my stint there. 

One moming the president caiied me into his office and admonished me that the 

expectations were higher for me than other students because of rny father's position. 1 

maintained an aura of calmness in his presence, and exploded later at coffee break. 

One of my extracumcular activities included a number of responsibilities on 

"The Fountain", NBCts yearbook. 1 was asked to be editor in my final year, but declined 

because 1 was feeling too much pressure from other duties. When 1 read an entq  dated 

November 7, 1963,I undentand my position perfectiy. 

Man, what a &y. First to classes, then to the dentist at 1 p.m. He just "painted" 
my front teeth. Then home for lunch, then rushed bock for an orgm lesson ut 
MacDougal United Church. Drove d o m  to church for choir practice. then back to 
Alberta College for a vocal lesson. Had a sandwich in the W a t e  Shop before going 
back for another rehearsal. I AM D M  T m .  

Most of the weekends were spent in siudent ministry in various churches 

throughout the province. Once your name was posted on the Assignment Board, you 

were expected to be in your place on Sunday morning, corne heil or high water, or in 

some cases, fou1 weather. One mernorable Saturday afternoon the male quartet was on 

iis way to Lethbridge when a sudden s q u d  closed highway 2. A vehicle back ended us 

as we sat waiting for -c to move. It was a shaken group of students that made 

arrangements for another car and around the supper hour we were on our way again. A 

late spring snowstorm, blinding in its fury did little to deter a busload of eager students 

homebound from Calgary late one Sunday evening. Even then 1 pondered the concept of 

putting ministry above safety. Miraculously, no one was ever injured or c m  



inetrievably damaged. 

First year ended for me on a couple of high notes. 1 was selected as the 

representative of my class to speak at the commencement exercises in 1963. The next 

weekend Jess and I were invited to spend the weekend at fiends in the Drumheuer area. 

(School was out for the summer so we didntt have to ask for one of those pesky 

The diary entq of April 19 explains au. 

I AM IN LOVE. I AM IN LOVE!! I fomd out for sure on the top of the Namine 
Outlook We climbed the HooDoos earlier in the &y. Great Fun. Winù and Dusi++++ 

The months and assignrnents rolled along, and Jess and 1 knew we wanted to 

spend the rest of Our lives together. We chose my engagement ring together in March 

during a sale at Klien's Jewelen on Jasper Avenue. The niles stated that permission had 

to be obtained before a couple couid get engaged. A number of weeks after that solitaire 

was tucked away, my beloved made an appointment with the principal to secure the 

required dispensation! 

The night before Jess left for a summer stint in Hay River he placed it on my 

finger and 1 flew into ecstasy. My parents, however, were not quite so elated. They 

loved Jess, but he had neglected to ask for my hand in mamage from them. A big 

OOPS. 

They quickly recovered and it was never mentioned again. 

1 had secured a 3 month position as an R.N. in the H.H.Williams Memorial 

Hospital in Hay River. The pay was $90 per month with room and board included. Staff 



was hard to procure, so 12 hour shifts and a stretch of 14 days at a time were rather 

common. 1 have a cache of unbeiievable expenences that cause me to giggle when 1 

hear of the hardships of contemporary medical facilities today. 

Senior year was upon us and "The Conquerors" began to gear up for future 

ministry now that graduation was in view. In my stack of memorabilia is a note from my 

closest fnend at college, a young woman who herself was newly h e d  to a classrnate. 

1 do not remember the incident, but her note elucidates the feeling. 

Dear Jess: SOT for trying on Virginia's ring. I didn't know it bothered or 
dected you. I f  I had known I wouldn't have done if. So sorry again and my humble 
apology. So please cheer up and don? look so upset or you'll upset Virginia too, OK? 
EdeL 

Laughable from this viewpoint! ! 

I was the vaiedictorian of the 1965 graduation ceremonies, but rny rnind was 

fast-fonvarding to May 22, our wedding day. 

We had known for 6 weeks we would be shepherding a s m d  congregation in 

Vulcan, Alberta. A tragedy had taken the life of the pastor's wife a day after she gave 

birth to a child. Leaving the ministry was the only option he could see at that moment. 

Unaccustomed to the grief process ourselves, we walked into the midst of a people who 

were not really ready for us. 

The shadow side of that pastoral expenence gave both of us depth and maturity. 

An artist establishes form and facilitates the possibility of tonal variations when a neutrd 

shade is applied to the drawing. Sometunes a neutral shade is combined with black but 

every effort is made to keep the shading colour as transparent as possible so that further 



layering will only be enhanced by the initial layer. This interesthg technique is known as 

"deadcolouring". Somehow even the name has a hint of what the future held for me. 



CHAPTER SIX 

SHADING: EARLY MINISTRY IN ALBERTA AND LIBERIA, WEST AFEUCA 

Jess and 1 were manied three weeks after bible coiiege graduation. At the 

conclusion of a Central Canadian honeyrnwn, we drove home and senled into pastoral 

Me in the hem of "wheat country" in southem Alberta. We Lived in the basement of the 

church. We shared the bathroom facilities with the congregation. The kitchen and living 

room were used on Sundays to accommodate Christian Education classes. What that 

meant in practicd tmm was a 30 ;ninute portion from Hades each Sabbath mom as 1 

raced around trying to make the area look "decent and spiritual" before I took my place 

at the piano. 

Somehow a hallowed aura surounds those two and half years, but nostalgia for 

hem is noticeably absent! Because the kitchen was directly beneath the sanctuary, the 

time for the benediction coincided nicely with the arorna of the dimer (cooking itself to 

perfection in the oven!) as it wafted up through the air vents. 

One Sunday in November of that fmt year in Vulcan, we had a visit from a 

cousin of Jess's who was on the fmt Iap of a 'round the world uip. Kenneth Lynn had 

just completed a stint with the R.C.M.P in Prince Edward Island. He eventually fulfded 

his dream of traveling the world and ended up with a number of unbelievable stories of 

impossible adventures. On my bulletin board in the farnily rwm is a snapshot of myself 

between Jess and Kenneth. Courage would have failed me if on that &y 1 could have 

spied the future. What intrigue that picture held! It was a precursor of things to come. 

Our fmtbom son, Regan Thompson, was bom on a Sunday. Sunday is the 

absolute worst day for a child of the manse to be making an appearance (my opinion for 



which 1 accept responsibility). We mshed into Calgary in a predawn dash. My young 

husband dropped me at the General Hospital's labor and delivery ward-and then &ove 

home to conduct the morning worship service. I labored alone ai l  day, and phoned him 

shonly after the evening semice to inform him he was a faiher. 

1 harbored resentment for years because of what I considered "ministry before 

matemity". Jess and 1 were only able to talk about my feelings when he was in the 

terminal stages of life. He apologized with tears for that lapse of judgment. 

One older couple were the original charter memben of the congregation. 1 grew 

w e q  of hearing from them the exploits of the founding pastor's wife. She w& an 

energetic mother who could manage her family and the church in addition to the whole 

town. it seemed. My inexperience seemed rank in cornparison to this woman's glory. A 

number of years later during a provincial church conference 1 felt supremely vindicated 

when a succeeding pastor's wife told me she was tired of hearing all the good things 

about me! It was good for a laugh. 

Working part-time at the local nursing home gave me a smail saiary. which 

supplemented our meager "home mission" allowance. 

As 1 read the May 2 1,1967 entry, a familiar shiver of angst swept over me. 

Surprise!! 37 in S.S. for the 3rd Swiday in a row. Tollefsons down to visit. 
Congregalion gave us $1 3 for anniversary gift. Actually had a p.m service. Regan was 
good in both services. nie car needr a motor job, so says Dennis. to the tune of $150. 
Oh Lord help us now, please! 

Jess was ordained in the summer of '67 thereby opening the door for appointment 

as an oveneas missionary candidate. In September of that year we received notice that 



indeed we were accepted as missionaries and the field was Liberia, West Africa. 

When we informed my parents of this exciting developrnent, my mother staned 

to cry, and said weakly, "But that's the land of the white man's grave!" A number of 

years previously she had read a paperback about the rigors of early missionary life in 

West Afnca, and could only relate to the fact that 7 out of 10 missionaries died within a 

year of setting fwt in Liberia 

Given the fact their only child with their only grandbaby were going so far away, 

it is no wonder their h e m  were crushed. To their credit, they never tried to dissuade us 

fiom the course of action, which we felt was divinely ordained. We began to divest 

ourselves ftom the responsibiiities of the church and bade farewell to the conpgation in 

late November. 

The shadow side of that pastoral experience gave both of us depth and manuity 

as we set our faces towards West Africa. 

We stepped off the Sabina airliner onto the tarmac at Robertsfield International 

Airport in Monrovia, Liberia into a massively dissimilar world to that which we were 

accustomed-climately, culturally, physically and emotionaily. 

The mission was tied to Our Arnencan counterpart, the Assembly of God 

organization. Canadian expatriates had to contend with differences in norih/south 

thinking. The Libenan church was in the throes of nationalization, always a difficult 

transition in any country. The b k k  brethren wanted total control of the financial 

matten, but were unwilling and iIl prepared to assume responsibiliry for the running of 

the schools, clinics and necessary in-field training. 



Annual conferences between dl sectors ofien dissolved into acrimony and 

fearsome innuendo. This was not just against the "whites" for uibalism raised its ugiy 

specter as often the leaders quarreled amongst themselves. 

In addition to teaching health in the elementary school and biblical subjects in 

the pastoral school, my duties hcluded a makeshift back-piazza clinic. Malaria 

remedies, dewonning potions and wound dressings were cornmon requests. My 

midwifery skills came in handy on a number of occasions. Any help 1 could offer was 

greatly appreciated. Phamiaceuticals of d l  descriptions (including narcotics and 

antibiotics) were easily available h m  corner dnig shops run by unscrupulous non- 

professionals. The medications were often administered by untrained "nurses" who 

relied more on imagination than information. Creative "recipes" were often injected, and 

sometimes I would have to deal with the hideous side effects, One mernorable incident- 

a student had an open wound into which a pseudo-nurse directly injected 2 ml. of lemon 

extract (Watkin's is an excellent brand!!) mixed with 5 ml. of peniciiiin. The young man 

went out of his mind. 

Jess supemised the building of our house. The nightmares he had with the 

unskilled workea who were adept at combining sloth with dishonesty are worth a book 

in themselves. Because of the duress of other duties, the kitchen cupboards were door- 

less for 2 years, a situation that caused me an inordinate amount of vexation. 

AIthough it was not a requirement to l e m  an entirely new ianguage because by 

law all educational institutes had to be in English, My Canadian ears had to process a 

form of fractured English endearingly referred to as "Liberian English. The following 



expressions are a few examples. The fmt few months were spent plowing through 

merry mùc-ups as 1 tried to maintain a veneer of dignity at the same tirne feeling tembly 

DUMB. 

Hat &*****The foot is broken and the breeze has moved. 

LaborC********Her belly is doing her. 

No responsibility***My hand not inside it. 

Smart penon******She talk big with small words. 

Disappointment*****My heart fell down. 

HungerC****Ernpty bag cannot stand. 

Srnile*****Laugh small. 

Letter closure*****S tifling with affection 

I will think about it*****I will hang head. 

Naturally communication became a bit mudded at times. 1 do have memones of 

aying to help the girls who worked for me understand the simplest tasks. One washday 

Victoria used himinire polish in the final rime instead of fabnc softener. We had the 

shiniest sheets in the compound!! Another aftemoon as 1 was trying to assist the senior 

students in their knowledge of parasites, Martha bathed the twins and slathered cough 

symp on their heads thinking it was hair dressing. 1 didn't know whether to laugh or cry. 

One of the regrettable lapses of our "school of missions" was a lack of discussion 

re: ethical issues. For instance, most Christians have k e n  taught that bribery is a vice 

(SIN, even) and to be avoided at al1 costs. However, in Liberia, bribery is a way of life 



and a missionary's lifekhedule can be totally disrupted if this practice is not ...p racticed. 

A police officer could stop a motorist for any confabulated reason, and demand a court 

appearance. A five dollar bill placed in the driver's license would bring a smile and 

absolution of the noncrime. One time 1 was stopped by a gun-toting officer who 

shouted at me that the headlights were blinking aitemately. This was an impossibility 

with the particular Peugeot 1 was driving. 1 told him nicely 1 didn't think that was a 

possibility, but could we talk further? He snorted and continued on in a fnghtful 

fashion. 1 had no way of informing my husband 1 could be delayed for hours. or even 

days if this idiotic exchange continued. Our children were being cared for by another 

rnissionq farnily, and heaven knew how much a lawyer would cost to pursue this thing 

in court. 1 slipped him an appropriate amount and he wished me a good day. Some 

expatriates thought such an action amounted to a mortai sin and RENSED under any 

circumstances to succumb. Those foks had a lot of stress-related diseases and many 

wasted hours. 

Another missionary whose nationality was not from the m e  north, strong and 

free. made a scene about us eating kola nuts. It was a tradition in some of the 

backcountry areas to offer guests these bitter, claretcolored nuts as a gesture of 

welcome. Did we not realize they were addictive? The scalding taste did wonders to 

prevent such a condition developing, tmst me. As a mattrr of interest. this same 

gentleman, by his own admission, drank 6 cans of Coke daily. So the question was, who 

was the one with the problem? ! ! 

We kept cats to discourage mice. That was the solitary reason. To my regret. the 



felines drove me a hair's distance h m  murder. One aftemoon after destroying a dessen 

1 had carehilly arranged for Company and then mutilating a couple of chicken breasts, I 

wrapped a tawny cat in an elderly piliow case and attempted to drown him in the rain 

barrel. His howls coerced me into shame and 1 yanked hirn out! His perverseness 

caused a memory lapse and 2 days later he was back on the piazza expecting chow. 

Seems to me I developed a rash later that evening. 

In December of 1969, Jess and I knew Our family was on the increase. We just 

didn't know by how much! Medical services were abysrnally absent at that time so 1 

took a "maternity leave" and flew back to Edmonton with Regan. On July 4 our home 

was blessed with identical twin boys, Renard and Rael. The babies were 2 and a half 

months old when the 4 of us tmk the long tram-Atlantic Bight "home" to once again 

connect with an anxious Daddy. The flight to Monrovia gave me enough adventures to 

begin a novel, but obviously, an endeavor like that is beyond the realm of this study. 

The arrivai of the twins seemed to inaugurate a spate of multiple births. A 

number of colleagues and national paston gave birth to sets of twins, and we were 

"blamed". 1 relied on the innate ferninine characteristic, which enables female parents to 

accomplish several things at once. For instance, I could breast-feed both infants, hum a 

jolly tune, do Keger exercises and read, aii at the sarne tirne. 1 remernber thinking 1 AM 

WOMAN. 1 CAN DO THIS!! 

The pace never seemed to let up. If my farnily was to be clothed, I had to sew. 

Economics decreed that state. The entry of June 29, 1971 gives an indication of such 

pressure. 



Had a high fever again todoy. I'm beginning to wonder if it m y  be infectious 
hepatitis. Hope not. Cut out blue blouse and orange dress-sewed like mad in the p.m. 

My husband spent more time repairing lawnrnowen than I care to admit. It 

becarne a source of hstration that sometimes grew to outright anger. 

November 2.1973: To Nimba-lefi here ut 5 p.m So stupid to leave so late. 
Guess why ? Honest!y. my Isr, 2 4  and 3rd hotes are LA WNMOWERS!!! Seeo Yar 
came by for a visit. 

To this very day, whenever I see a LawnBoy mower, 1 have this sudden rush of 

revenge that makes me want to kick it. 

In December of 1974 1 began to experience an urge to adopt a baby girl. 1 must 

admit this puzzled me, as the 3 boys were a satisfjmg handful. The sensation was so 

overwhelming 1 discussed it with Jess as well as a colleague. When I retumed to 

Edmonton a few years later 1 consulted with the doctor who had delivered the twins. He 

offered very little hope because 1 had t h e  children already. At that time a wait of 10 

years was cornmon. I laid the dream down, rationalizuig it had been an emotionai 

fantasy. Only since this inteptive study has begun in eamest have 1 made a comection. 

It was at that exact time my binh father lay dying in a northem B.C. hospital. 

One of the dismai aches many missionary parents iive with is the necessity to 

send their youngsten to boardhg school. Regan was enrolled in an excellent Baptist 

school, 360 miles away, in another country. In August of '76 his twin brothea joined 

him. We steeled our hearts and prayed they would adjust to the school routine as well as 

domitory life. We saw them every 3 months. 

They were weU prepared for the Canadian school system when we returned but 1 



still wonder if the experience was worth it. 

1 enrolied in a correspondence writer's course to keep my mind off the absent 

chüdren (it didn't work! !). I honed my writing skiils and decided that someday when the 

opportunity availed itself, 1 would write. Stones, newspaper column, whatever. 

In the spring of 7 7  our hearts turned toward home. Extra duties were handed us 

and we pushed ourselves to the Limit vying to meet everyone's demands. Our plans were 

to leave as soon as the final semester ended. On Apnl II of that year 1 scribbled this 

cranky entry. 

l just decided to SHELVE the ideo of a fom letter. I have better things to do 
than thAr ut this time. Only one of us is going to go home a WRECK from ill-placed 
p rio dies!!! 

We began to question Our future with the Oveneas Missions Department. 

Generally we felt disheartened with mission life. Sending the 3 R's to school in the Ivory 

Coast meant constant hassle at the border. Had there k e n  a coup in either country, 

passage across to retrieve Our sons may have been impossible. 

My parents were eiderly and as an only child 1 felt responsible in some rneasure 

for their well-king. Financially, we were depleted. The country was in a pre- 

revolutionary state and the anti-white sentiment was on the increase. We grew 

abundantly disillusioned with the Liberian leadership's motives and methods. Weary of 

our own cokagues attitudes, we flew home waving a definite "maybe". 

Hindsight explains those years were the best of times as well as the wont of 

times. Our mandate was to teach the people to whom we had been called, but in the end 

they taught us lessons that were to be everlastiog. 



The shading at this stage of the picnire was mottled with a tint of blue. We hid 

Our downheartedness and began to build a new future in Western Canada. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

UNDERCOLORING: THE WAINWRIGHT YEARS 

Our f a d y  was only home a few rnonths when a decisive "no, we do not plan on 

returning" became part of o u .  daiiy ccnversation. Jess was on the road for a major 

portion of winter 77 and 78. The children settied into the Edmonton Public School 

system, Regan in grade 5 while Renard and Rael toiled dong in grade 2. 1 knew nursing 

was part of who 1 was so in the early months of '78 I renewed my R.N. registration by 

completing a stiff refresher course at the UAH. 

When an itinerating missionary safans around the country promoting oveneas 

mission projects, sihe has the dubious oppomnity (?!!) to hear about the inner workings 

of many churches. By the t h e  6 months of speaking engagements were over, there were 

a number of assemblies in Alberta we knew we did not want to pastor. Our h e m  went 

out in pity to the poor pastoral couple called to lead the awkward congregants. 

Wainwright, on the eastern border of the sunniest province, was on that list. 

We had been designated to speak there one chilly Sunday in January 1978. 

Amving too early for Sunday School, we drove to the pastor's home. The atmosphere in 

that living room was frosty also, but for a different reason. Rueben didn't mince his 

words as a torrent of pent-up gall spewed fonh. He was exasperated trying to lend new 

vision to a congregation dragging their heels. He told us he planned to resign-soon. We 

did not re&e how swn! 

Pmpped up in the 2nd row from the front, my sons and 1 settled in for the 

moming woahip service. Jess sat on the platform with the minister. Before that 

gentleman gave the invocation to wonhip, he unceremoniously proclaimed, "As of 2 



weeks from today, 1 wiU no longer be your pastor. This is the official announcement of 

my resignation. Our fmt hymn is number 152." 

A profoundly uninspired service followed, as one can imagine. As the tension 

grew by the minute, I kept thinking, "Horrible church, worse than homble leadership. 

Who in their right mind would even consider corning here? Not us, NEVER." 

In several previous tete a tetes with the Ahighty we had requested a church, oot 

a challenge, to shepherd. We thought our petition was clear and unequivocal. Behold, it 

is never too early to leam that hoiding up a preconceived agenda to God and asking for 

Divine approval is not a particularly witty course of action. 

During the drive back home Jess and 1 had a long. lucid discussion. As we 

parked in the driveway we both agreed that if the board of elden "called" us, we would 

be MORE T W  THRLLED to answer in the affirmative. Please do not expect me to 

explain! 

In due course we arrived to pastor this long established, very conservative 

congregation. Two of the original charter couples were stiii alive and active. It was a 

compeliing study in ecclesiastical dynamics to observe the patnarchs wrestling the 

power plays from time to time. Even more disturbing was the often-hostile engagement 

of the 2nd and 3rd generation members. 

One aftemoon Jess and 1 had a quiet argument about rnoney, a perennial thom in 

an othenvise rosy relationship. He phoned after stomping over to the office-and 1 

refused to taik to him. Regan, his eyes wide with feamil anticipation, asked if we were 

going to get a divorce. My style of dealing with negative emotions, stuff and smolder, 



was not helpful. 1 needed to leam how to cope with aggravation in a way that was 

healthy. Prime chances to do exactly that were looming on the horizon. 

The local Home and School Association seemed a fitting place for me to lend my 

strength in the sommunity at large. For 2 years I was president. It became my 

contention that if Christian parents pulled their weight in supporting and volunteering in 

a variety of ways, thus acting as positive change agents. the need for denominational 

schools would be greatly diminished. 

One of my responsibilities of church Iife was the Sunday moming Christian Ed. 

class for the youth. Usually a sparkly group, which was a joy to teach, I noticed in the 

weeks prior to Christmas in 1979, the kids became sullen, sick and tough to reach. They 

were suffering from pre-festive schwl stress, but did not have the vocabulary to express 

it. Reaching back into my own "extracted knowledp" from the Liberian era, 1 prepared 

a session on stress management for them. It was a sweet revelation to watch the "light 

bulbs" go on in their heads. The parents heard about the sessions and requested I repeat 

them in the adult class. It stretched into 3 sessions, and 1 knew I was ont0 a good thing. 

A few weeks later 1 was asked to speak on the sarne topic at a Lutheran ladies gathering 

in another town. VOILA! Suddenly it was a contemporary topic and noone else in sight 

was teaching it. The door flew open, and I walked through it. An offer fIom the Funher 

Education office in the area afforded me the opportunity to set up a 6 week course. 

Requests came fiom a variety of organizations to present similar sessions. The monetary 

aspect of it proved to be delighdul. In 1981 I endeavored to get a book on the subject 

of stress management published. "Life Doesn't Have to be a Pain" was the purposed 



titie. It was an expansion of some articles I had written for a nurses' magazine some 

months eariier. Contacting several publishen, 1 enclosed a outline, a completed fmt 

chapter and a proposed conclusion. Heartily rejected by all 3 companies, 1 swailowed 

my disappointment and kept teaching stress. I eventually discovered my personal 

"practicum" in stress was larnentably incomplete. 

The church was relatively stable in the summer of 1982. My partner's health was 

not, but I was blissfully unaware of that. Jess began to notice a disabling 

lightheadedness whenever he was exening himself. The initial episode happened as we 

were biking up a steep hill near Our surnmer cabin. The malady escalated into penodic 

blackouts. Not until Decernber did he cal1 me aside late one evening and tell me what 

was happening. My nurse brain went on RED W R T  imrnediately. Through a lovely 

combination of providence and the fiiendship of a family physician in another city, we 

were able to get an imrnediate cardiac consultation in Edmonton. The astonishing 

results of an early morning angiograrn showed a tumor lodged in the pulmonary valve, 

deep in his hem. He was scheduled for irnrnediate open-heart surgexy. 

Naturally this was a bomb in Our Christmas activities, but somehow the planned 

family reunion went off without too many misses. hoking back at the exquisite timing 

(dl members of Jess's family were due to be in Alberta, gathe~d from different parts of 

the world) we felt that this unexpected intemption was divinely ordained and 

orchestrated. The neoplasm was malignant, and over the course of the next 5 years 

additional open hem as weil as extensive thoracic surgery was necessary. One major 

learning experience for both of us was the stark fact we were sorely impoverished when 



it came to a support group. We detemined to correct this lack, and when the time came 

for me to rely on special people, they were there and waiting. 

With the exception of specialized nuclear radiation treatment in San Fmncisco 

(unavailable here in Canada, and paid for by Aiberta Health), Jess refused ail offea of 

chemotherapy or alternative radiation. h was the correct decision for him. He had a 

drearn, which was a motivahg factor for a number of years. He felt the church had 

progressed/grown enough that a new sanctuary was a logical step. More than anything 

he wanted to oversee the project to its completion. 

During the last 8 months of his life God granted him a portion of grace to do just 

that. The dedication service was held on November 2 1,1987. Inspite of overwhelming 

fatigue and weakness. he chaired the dedicatory celebration. Severe pain caused him to 

Ieave the lunch early. Upon arriving home. he smiled and said, "1 did it!!" referring to 

the fact he had lived long enough to see a dream fulfilled. He never left the house afier 

that. Graduaily his focus in life narrowed. we had Our closure chat, and on December 3, 

1987, just before supper, his sou1 took flight. He died at home, sunounded by the people 

who loved him most. 

Six months before his death 1 had mentaUy/emotionaliy relinquished rny role as a 

pastor's wife. 1 knew in my hem he was going to "be taken before his time", but did not 

feel released to Say anythuig. 1 did not want to be seen as uncaring, lacking in faith or 

abandoning the man 1 loved so much. In actuality, 1 was in the stage of anticipatory 

grief. Doing "sou1 work" during those preliminary grief months was a great benefit once 

1 was in the new era of widowhood. 



A few days afier his death a delegation h m  the church came to the house and 

asked me to stay in Wainwright. 1 did not teli them I had made that decision in 

September! After a 3 month leave of absence from my duties at the auxiliary hospital, 1 

resumed to work, energy slowing seeping back. Regan was already in his 2nd year of 

univenity, w hile the twins were completing their fmal year in school. 

I moved through my loss recovery day by day. 1 was broken-hearted, but just 

didntt have the appearance of one whose entire existence had been fractured. 1 moumed 

in the shower every moming and in the car when going back and forth to visit my 

parents who were now in their late eighties. Those were private venues where no one 

was party to the weeping. Not even my sons. From the wisdom granted by a distant 

vista, 1 now believe this was a primary error. Fnends and acquaintances had no idea 

how strenuous grief work c m  be. 

Part of my loss recovery plan was to remain active in the cornmunity and if 

possible, become a bit more relaxed in my activities. In January of '83 I visited my 

sister-in-law Jiilian who resided in a small cabin on the south shore of Lake Labarge 

near Whitehorse, Yukon. In the adjoining yard was a tiny, wellcrafted Finnish sauna, 

heated by an ancient woodstove. One frigid evening with a pnstine star show overhead 

we indulged ourselves in a heated ritual foilowed by r o l h g  (naked to make it authentic!) 

in newly fallen snow. How we laughed with the sheer joy of doing something bizarre. I 

kept thinking, "What would my mother Say if she saw me now?" Then 1 thought, "Oh 

man, what if Jess cm & me now?" Another round of giggles. 

A few weeks after Jess died 1 wrote a column for "LJnnsight", a regular weekiy 



inspirational feature 1 did for the Wainwright StarChronicle. Later that year 1 won the 

Brimacombe Award, which is given yearly to the author of the best column, wntten for 

nual Alberta newspapen. The column as it appeared is as foliows. 

You havent really Lived until you watch one of your dreams die. 

Drearns sornetimes die in the framework of uncertain~. Just because you cannot 
see the future doesn't mean there isn't one wairing for you. 

I f  the bad things in lue onnly happened to rnean. irresponsible people, abusers of 
themelves and others, then the upright, End and gentle folk could feel smug. But ive 
doesn't happen that way. In the process of living, we are al1 maimed to a lesser or 
greater degree. 

The head of a fmily who aspires to see his son harvest from his land in the 2lst 
century, m y  [ive to watch a dream t h t  is 3 generations old smothered by bureaucracy 
and financial reversal. 

What about a near-quarter 4 a  century mamkge, snatched away before the 
celzbration of the silver anniversary by an uncontroilable disease? 

Every white-enrobed bride dream her union will outlast al2 the aggravation and 
beat the odds of divorce. But one cannot amputate memones. They are there. 

Any parent who has had to observe a cherished child (whether in utero or 
beyond) [ose the battle of life. knows what a dream feels like when it is cmhed. 

People are the authors andfùiishers of their own dream to a large extent. The 
formation and fncition of a dream is a highly persona1 and definitely intricate exercise. 
Each individual hm to take responribility for herhis own goal. It is a "Tosk Impossible" 
for a spouse, children or siblings to do so. Even a mother can't bring into being an 
adult child's dream. Ashes cnn be tumed into building blocks if the cal1 tu be strong Nt 
the broken places is heeded. The perfect building material for a new dream is the  di^, 
tears and rubble of the smashed one. It takes creativity and a restored faith to 
accomplish such a task but it c m  be done. Indeed, it MUST be done. 

A word for those who have been crushed by watching their dreams shatter a d  
the remnants tum to arhes. n e r e  are NEW dreams to be dreamed Dreums that glow 
with the freshness of a new direction. 

Yes, you c m  surmount a broken dream and build a new one. Sure, it will take 
al2 the courage you c m  swnmon, but you must give it ail you've go?. 

One of the steps dong the path of heaiing was the decision to have my ears 

pierced. In my faith group, it wasn't exactly "kosher" for a pastor's spouse to desecrate 

(just jesting) her ears with such contrivances. It seemed to me, however, the act woutd 



be a rite of passage in rny new Me. So one day in a bright and active m d  in Penticton, 

B.C. 1 did the deed and waiked out of the shop with more courage than when 1 entered. 

hior to Jess's passing, 1 had been asked to assist a newly fomed hospital 

committee whose responsibilities included the production of a history book to 

cmmemorate the Diarnond Iubilee year of the Wainwright and District Health 

Complex. 1 only consented because 1 thought it rnight prove to be an "ourletft for service 

once my clergywife days were over. The chairman of the cornmittee was Douglas 

White, a physician whose wife had died from a rare type of cancer 8 years previously. 

A pnnter's deadline for the cornpletion of the history text was lwming, so Our 

dedicated group of fact gatherers began meeting once a week. Severai times Douglas 

with his flair for hospitality invited the entire group over for tea once the meeting was 

over. Then one evening he invited just me. Hmmmmm. 

A word of explanation. Douglas was the most eligible man around the area. He 

had endeared himself to everyone by k ing  the prototype of a family doctor. He mly 

was a beloved physician. Providence reigned a decade eariier in the choice of Our 

family's medical care. We chose a young man who has since distinguished himseif in 

the ranks of the Albena Medical Association. Had Douglas k e n  my physician of choice 

in 1978, our relationship would have never developed. It is considered highly unethical 

for doctors to date their patients! 

I held him in high regard. In fact, the fmt time 1 called him Douglas 1 nearly 

fainted fmm a combination of excitement and disbelief. On Valenthe's Day 1 moved my 



wedding rings to my right hand, and he noticed the switch, comrnenting on how well 1 

looked ! ! 

We courted (dating seemed an inappropriate term considering our agdstage!) in 

clandestine fashion for many months before appearing together at a public function in 

Wainwright that f d .  

As mature adults we took a 1-0-n-g look at what was happening to both Our 

hearts. 1 had awakened feelings in Douglas, which had long b e n  buried, and in his 

typical Scottish demeanor, he was not about to jump into a permanent relationship just 

because HE WAS MADLY IN LOVE! Oh no-we dissected the meaning of love as 

opposed to infatuation for weeks on end. As tirne progressed, we "broke up" on 3 

occasions. One time, after a teamil farewell driving home from a theatre production in 

Edmonton, 1 marched into several heavy-duty 3-1 1 shifts at work. 1 anived home 

around midnight to find a neat bundle on the staircase. Douglas had dropped a gift for 

my binhday. Enclosed in the packaging was a brochure for an upcoming medical 

convention in Banff with an added handwrîaen scnbble, 'Would you like to corne with 

me?" The gift? The most gorgeous silk camisole and half-slip-from Holt Renfrew. 

Now. what kind of rnixed message was THAT? We had a chat the very next moming. 

Douglas inaoduced me to a new world of thinking. He was raised Presbyterian, 

attended a United Church and professed a strong faith. He Ioved the bible and had the 

same value system as mine, but expressed it with different words. 

I knew our relationship was on the path to matrirnony when he declared one day 



while visiting my cabin at Sylvan Lake, "What we need here is a microwave ovent'. 1 

quickly countered, "Excuse me, we certainly DO NOT need one. This is a place lovely 

ana primitive just as it is!" Four rnonths later, he had the nerve to buy and instail one. 

Oh my. 

His duties as a member of a provincial medicai cornmittee entailed a fair amount 

of travel. When we traveled together we always bwked 2 rooms. 1 kept the receipts as a 

salvo for my need to justiS any actions, which seemed improper to those bent on 

criticizing. My cousin Norma once chuckled, "Virginia, just because you pay for 2 

roorns doesn't mean you use hem!" Isn't that a tantaluhg thought? 

The 3 grown children of Douglas approved Our relationship, as did my sons. The 

members of my congregation expressed delight at our fotthcoming mamage. On May 5, 

1990, a mutud friend, Dr. David Skelton, married us in AU Saints Cathedrai. His 

combined career as a gerontologist and Anglican clergyman made him the perfect 

officiant. 

The transition into the ''White House" was ... fun. His Iate wife was a gold-rnedal 

horticulturist-and 1 didn't know the difference between a perennial and a seediing. Don't 

tell me the Almighty has no sense of hurnor! 1 learned the ins and outs of gardening 

faster than you can say, "Those Veronica plants need transplanting to a sunnier place". 

Being a physician's wife had many similarities to that of a clergywife. For 

example, appearance is VERY important. Don't do anythuig outrageous, which might 

bring embarrassrnent to your partner. Never, NEVER break confidentiality, and so forth. 

Mind you, the remuneration was a tad improved! 



1 took a yearlong leave of absence h m  nuning to become properly adjusted to 

my new role as Douglas' wife. Such a year it was! We traveled to Edinburgh, Scotland 

in the spring of '91 too attend the 40th year reunion of his medical class. It was a 

gathering of doctors from every corner of the world. A number of his classrnates had 

become well known in a variety of fields of interest. 1 was asked to present a "small 

somethingt' on what it was me te be a (relatively) new bride married to a dyed-in-the- 

wwl  Scotsman. A number of emdite presentations were also scheduled. Topics ranged 

fmm the intricacies practicing tropical medicine in the South Pacific to the molecular 

components of diverse chernicals. And then  the^ was mine!! The speech was well 

received amid howls of laughter. Douglas stated 1 had made hm famous, a wonderful 

compliment. The following is more (or less) what 1 said. 

CANADIAN WIFE TELLS W!! WEU, NOT Qum----- 

You are probably quite wiaware that I am the oniy one here this evening who ic 
being paid a fee to do this. Douglas is paying me handFomely NOT to tell ail! 

Love and romance are ùaùiscriminate. niey cross al1 barriers. I think you will 
agree. How is it possible for a woman with an Irish background to fall madly in love 
with someone who is absolutely, deniably  Scottish? Ïhere have been many occasion 
during this past year when I have asked, " M y  me. Lord?" The a m e r  is always the 
sume, "Why not you?" 

D.S*W. i.s the epitorne of ail that you expect of a gentleman. I incorrectly 
asswned al1 his forefathers would be like-minded. Other brides read books like. "The 
Ideal Marrioge" or 'The Joy of Cooking". Not me. I began devouring anicles on 
Sconirh history. I Carnot tell you how incredibly homfied 2 was when I read the bloody 
exploits of the Carnpbells and the MacDonalds. 

One tem*ble evening Ut front of a glowing fireplace I read the Ogord Book of 
Political Anecdotes. AFer tryhg to assimilate the accounts of James 1 and several 
awful beheadings, 1 I to take an aspirin to sleep. And you must know thut Lr against 
my relig ious con victiom. 

Men I discovered that my beloved belonged to the MacGregor clan, my dismay 
rose to astronomical proportions. I was bom and raised in cattle country, Alberta, 
Canada. People are wonderfully rewurded with money if they are instrumental in 
r o d i n g  up cade rustlers. La and behold, 1 haà agreed to many one!! Whot w u  I 



going to tell my mother? 
Right from the beginning we have had fnenàly arguments on pronunciation. 

Who is to be the judge here? When 2 feel as tho' I may be losing the argument, I always 
Say smugly, "Zt's a poor man who can't find 2 ways to pronounce a word " I'm quoting 
somebody f m u s ,  but I can't remernber exactly whom 

In the Canadian Rockies there is a very famous sightseeing spot called 
Craigalechie. For years I pronounced it differently. No one seemed to care, or notice 
f ~ r  rhn! mafier. 1 wm info.wed mr!y on in our cgurrship the poliricri!.; correct 
pronunciation. Oh, well. ... 

As with al1 newlyweds, we discovered we had irreconcilable differrnces. Alas, 
this was afer the wedding ceremony, so we huù to come to t e m  with them. I used tu 
believe there was no life before coffee in the rnoming. Douglas soon confessed to me 
thot the srne12 of brewing coffee made him feel nauseous. He was bigger than me so I 
knew 2 had to change my pn'orities. I switchedfrom drinking coffee in the morning to 
sipping tea. Of course, the fact it was served to me in bed sweetened the adjustment 
considerably. In addition, I have always slept with a window open. Good for the 
constitution (refem'ng to one's physiology mturally). Not so my new groom. We 
negotinted a compromise. nie window is open Monday, Wednesday and Friday, closed 
on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. SSunday is the choice of the iast one to bed. 

Another thing. I believe in vitamins. and Douglas doesn't Shocking. isnk it? 
However, he gets a lot of samples thru' the m i l  and I feel compelled to eat them, so they 
won 't be wasted. It is enough to shake his value system. 

Guess what I love in ascending order? Freshly squeezed lemon juice on 
vegetabies, walking quickfy and neat tabietops. Guess what he dislikes in ascending 
order. You know already, don 't you? 

Within 4 months of our wedding date, I became a surrogate grandmother, twice 
over. It has been a wonderful experience, but I still think Douglas was a bit sneaS, 
about things. He proposed to me and THEN infonned me of the babies anticipated 
arriva1 Nor cricket, was it ? lhen again, sleeping with a grandfather is pretty heady 
s t u !  

He was worried about his sons setting up viable family practices and I laid 
awake ut night wondering if my sons wouùi fimi employment afer grduating from 
universir): Blending a family of 1 I adults and 2 babes is a fascinating process. 

We have vastly dgerent sryles of driving. Actually, my style of driving is a 
sensitive area with me. I have never hud an accident, altho' the good Lord knows how 
many I've c a d  I do not know if Douglas has had a citation for speeding-ah, would 
he ever admit if?--but I have. Only one, I can swear to fhat. Any car that I have owned 
always carries thk law--if a person backreat drives, they get out and walk. Workr 
wonders, because ir tends to halt irretractable nagging. I've never had to use it yet. ..but 
there is always the first time. 

Marrying Douglas White h m  proved to be better than an antibiotic, more 
aective than a steroid arui inifinitely more@ than psychoanalysis. In short, it was one 
of the smanest things I have ever done. 



A decision was made in 1991 to demolish the summer cabin my father had built 

on the no& shore of Sylvan Lake. We wanted a more permanent d w e h g  that would 

accommodate the blended family. We designed it according to Our needs restricted by a 

budget. Our plan was to remain in Wainwright until the year 2000, take a weU-planned 

trip to some exotic place and move down to Sylvan afier I retired from nuaing. 

To accommodate the sentimentdity attached to the humble cabin in which I had 

spent most of my childhood summers, we saved the doon. cedar siding and other items. 

1 promised my parents 1 would incorporate them into the finished basement of the new 

house. Shortly after our wedding, 1 made the choice to throw my hat into the ring. so to 

speak, in an anempt to win the Reform candidancy for the federal constituency of 

Vegreville. This foray into the wild world of politics took courage and a whole lot of 

other attributes! 1 was pitted against 3 men as we toured the constituency, each stating 

our cornmitment to the party and explainhg why we were passionate about making a 

difference in our country. 1 rather expect every political organization has a similar grid 

that extracts a toll from anyone brave enough to venture down that path. 

Douglas was my biggest supporter. We practiced speeches together. Often he 

would play the role of an audience adversary on divisive topics like family values, farm 

subsidies and global vade views. In June of 92, after an excellent carnpaign, the 

nomination meeting was held. 1 was not the successful candidate, but left the building 

with my head held hi&, knowing I had "fought fairly and valiantly". 1 had k e n  e ~ c h e d  

in the process. 



We had a cup of tea once the evening was behind us and Douglas remarked 

wistfully, "There must be a reason why you didn't win." 1 agreed, noting that time would 

tell. Eventually the following summer we knew. 

In the ensuing months we wrote a play caiied "Murder They Wrote" which was 

produced by the local theam body. I sat on the board of directon of the Credir Union 

and life was g d .  

A severe cardiac event threatened Douglas' life in late January of '93. He was 

left with one-fifth the capacity of his heart, which naturally curtailed Our activities. We 

postponed a trip to France until the following spring. fully expecting a return to some 

kind of normalcy. The early summer months revoived around cardiac rehabilitation. By 

July we thought we were out of the woods. 

The world at large was relatively stable in August of '93. My pmer's health 

was not. but 1 was blissfully unaware of that. I drove to Sylvan Lake one day to check 

out a few things at the house. That evening Dougias phoned me. His voice was somber 

and intuitively I knew something was awry. In measured tems he told me he had 

diagnosed himself a few days previously, a tumor on his lower colon. He didn't know 

how to break the ghastly news to me ... but could I meet hirn in Edmonton the next 

morning for a doctor's appointment? Stumed beyond words, I placed the phone back in 

its cradle and uied to assimilate the meaning of the message. Ali 1 could think of was 

"Fresh Hell". 

Major surgery (emergency, as he had srarted to obstruct) followed shortly 

thereafter. Dr. Wanvick, the surgeon, phoned me at 5 a.m. to infonn that Douglas had 



done weU, but regrettably the Nmor was at Stage TV, meaning it had invaded much of 

the abdominal cavity. He offered me gentle sympathy. I quieted myseif and rushed to 

the University Hospital. As I greeted him. trymg to be brave, Douglas said sorrowfuily, 

"Its such disappointhg news, isn't it?" 

The designation Stage TV meant the likelihood of a cure was remote. In other 

words, his days were most definitely numbered. No chemotherapy or radiation was even 

suggested because of the apparent terrninal condition. Al1 we had was Our love-and very 

iittle time. 

With the support of the team of physicians, Douglas and 1 decided to make the 

trip to France in spite of the odds. He had some u n f ~ s h e d  family matter which drew 

him there. A half brother he did not know existed had contacted him sometime earlier. 

He now felt he had to rneet him in order to fil1 in some rnysterious rnissing pieces of his 

farnily history. 

Armed with a cache of morphine, leners from the surgeon and a bundle of grit, 

we flew to France in mid-October. His daughter Sheila accompanied us. She is 

bilingual and proved to be an enormous help in smoothing langage 

miscommunications. Our 10 days there we..: fiawless. except of course, Douglas' 

condition detenorated day by day. He was, in fact, dying. Somehow we were giver the 

grace and strength to accornplish what had to be done. We flew home after a scary crisis, 

amiving on Election Day 1993. We watched as the Conservatives were decimated across 

the country and the Reformers gaiioped ont0 the national stage with breathtakùig sawy. 

Douglas tumed to me and said, eyes fïlled with tean, "If things had been 



different, you would have k e n  a Member of Parliament now." 1 softly reminded him 

that winning was unimportant now that I was losing him. 

Six days later. before the sun rose on Ail Saints Eve, and sunounded by the 

people who loved him most, Douglast sou1 took tlight. 

The descent into this second widowhood precipitated a fresh set of questions and 

triggered a troupe of ragged emotions. I thought 1 had leamed in meticulous detail the 

necessary lessons life had laid out for me. My involvement in CanSurmount was a 

direct result of Jess's diagnosis. Seminars on bereavement preparation and loss recovery 

were now a part of my p w i n g  portfolio. Blending 2 families into a cohesive unit had 

been realized with success. 1 figured afier 1990 al1 my Christmases would be White. AU 

the plans we had devised, the places we had wanted to see together-the remnants now 

Iay at my doontep with daunting irretrievability. 

A w i x  painter knows that every aspect of the under painting has a purpose. 

Hand-ground colours mixed with a drop or tow of nch oils are useful for an easy spread. 

Shadows are usuaiiy stroked in at this stage. It is impocant for the painting to be set 

aside to thoroughiy dry now. Further work can proceed once a semi-mane finish is 

apparent. 

1 once read 2 statements which suddenly became part of my emotionai 

vestments. "Everythmg you expexience in Me rnoulds you as a person. The more you 

experience, the more you understand". 1 sincerely prayed this would be me in my life. 



ADDlTIONAL UNDERCOLOURING: A SHIFT IN CAREER 

Slowly I adjusted to "skin hunger", that is, the longing to be held and touched as 

weIi as coming home to a darkeaed house after evening shifts at the hospital. 

Sometimes I would sit for several minutes summoning up the pluck needed to enter the 

house with i ü  insufferable quietness. 

Someone once wrote (spare me, the name of the person escapes me, but in order 

to have it in print, they must be farnous!) that "anxiety arises out of having too many 

options". I have a different perspective. Listing my options gave me a sense of harmony 

that assured me 1 could rnake excellent decisions. An undated journal entry shortiy after 

Douglas' death foIiows. 

WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS? 

1. Continue pamime at the Auxiliary. 
2. Go fulltirne at the Awiliary. 
3. Continue fiee-Iancing parnime. 
4. Fulltirne free-lancing. 
5. Chaplaincy work. 
6. Become a consultant on "Dying At Home". 
7. Stay in Wainwright. 
8. Move to Sylvan Lake. 
9. Stay single (THIS DOES NOT PREcUL.DE THE OCCASIONAL 
WARM EXCELLENT RELATIONSHIP ! !) 
1 0.Volunteer more. 
1 1 .Travei more. 
12.Get back into politics. 

For a while 1 experienced what is known as "cognitive dissonance", rny 

circumstances had changed, but my essential self had not. The two did not fit. 1 needed a 

tirneframe to "dry out" in the Ianguage of a master painter. A space to catch my 



equilibnum and be at peace with my reality. The initial rnonths of 1994 allowed me that 

endowment. 

My rnind began the task of senously exploring a career shifi. Soon the embryo 

of a plan took shape. Details were an obvious lack, but rny life as 1 knew it, was due for 

an alteration. 

1 was about to "reinvent" myseif. Acnially, Douglas had used that phrase a 

couple of years previously when 1 was expanding my horizons. John Sartre once said, "A 

penon can improve their biography". 1 was about to start on mine! 

The 2 careen (nursing and theology) were a perfect combination for an 

interesting future. Chaplaincy seerned to connect hem in a congruent tandem. My cards 

were very close to my heart as I submitted the preliminary information to the supewisor 

of the Clinical Pastoral Education at the Royal Alexandra Hospital in Edmonton. The 

subsequent interview went well, except that Dr. Costain kept probing about my sense of 

abandonment by Gd. Other emotions may have surfaced, but divine abandonrnent 

wasn't among them. 

Several weeks skipped by before 1 had the lener in hand which assured me 1 was 

accepted into the extended program due to commence in mid8eptember. 

Around the same time, my adoptive rnother died. Both she and my father had 

become noticeably more fragile. This spun my family into funher crisis. Mom toppled 

over in the wee hours of March 1. Dad was in hospital, anticipating discharge in a 

couple of days hence. 

When the news was gently broken to me, my fmt expectation was that my father 



would expire of a broken heart. Their 67th annivenary was on the threshold. 

Nevertheless, his spunky Irish spint pulled him through the fmt ravages of rnounllng. 

He stopped walking, however. Never took another step from that day fonvard. I 

suppose it was his way of reconciling his Ioss. 

Long-term care faciiities were ovemowing and aii had a waiting iist in 1994. 

Some things never change, eh? kranging placement for him was an ... expenence. 

Nightmare perhaps is more descriptive. Watching my dear father adjust valiantly to the 

new routine with aii the Limitations, further fractured my heart. 

The impact of al1 the layered losses vouchsafed a levy on rny ernotiond status. 1 

escaped to my home at Sylvan. Its quietude facilitated reflection and promoted fùrther 

decision making. Bidden or not, God was present. When I ailowed myself to be 

attentive, I felt the nudging of the Divine. 1 resoived to resign from nuning and move to 

Sylvan Lake before December 1. What was stopping me? 

The months motored on. The "White House" was placed on the market, 1 wrote 

out my resignation and booked a trip to Ireland. Basically it was an odyssey to trace my 

father's Celtic roots, but because of a late summer visit by a gentleman called Kenneth, it 

becarne a multi-faceted reflection on Divine sovereignty and providence! More about 

that aspect in the next chapter. 

The group ( p e r e d  from 12 applicants) thai assembled in the Pastoral Care 

office of the Royal Alex was diverse. Over the course of 7 rnonths we sparred with one 

another, pushing our individual "sacred cows" as far as we dared. I moved out of my 

comfort zone and instead, embraced possibility. 



Re-reading the learning covenant which 1 drew up at the onset of the C.P.E. basic 

unit affirms an inner conviction I have indeed corne a long way. A summary of the 

covenant is below. 

NEED - 
To stop feeling 1 have to justiw 
everything 1 do 

A rekindling of my ardor for 
active ininis try 

Completion of my own grief work 

Reduce my fear and of AIDS 
ignorance 

Reduce any layen of bias which 
prevent tme compassion 

Incrase my knowledge of native 
culture, especially healing arts 

A sense of equipoise in E.R. 
situations with strangers 

To explore underlying rasons 
about this 

To expenence a "kick stat" 
encounter 

To conhnt mernories of sad 
events 

Seize oppominity to work with 
AIDS patients. 

Recognize and take aim at 
prejudices 

Seek out oppormnity to work 
with natives 

Work enough situations to 
develop confidence 

At the completion of Our unit, 1 wrote this about the relationship to my 

supervisor, Rev.Dr. Neil Elford. 

A feeling of trust, built over months of encounters, is no an entity to be lightly 
valued. Right from the beginning of this course I felt anything I told Neil behind those 
closed doors of his ofice would NEVER leave there. That is a great motivaror to be 
honest. I felt you were obsolutely and completely honorable in this area of 
confiden tial iry. 

I remember the day in February when you told me I was coy and seductive 
d u ~ n g  our times of supervision. ( m i s  presumuble in an effort to have you say the things 
you thought I wanted tu hear.) Then you did a little imitation of my body language, I 
must say it was SEVERELY lacking in finesse, but nonetheless. .. You went on to remark 
you were not going to give me what 2 wanted (Dear Father Above, YOU kmw my hearî 
was pure in thought!!). But in fnct, you ddid exactly that. 2 wcuited to learn, tu 



acknowledge the areas of glaring weakness, crippling limitations etc. You helped me do 
precisely that. The process is not over, but what a shove you gave me! You helped me 
understand it can be quite afinning to feel useless ut tintes. 

One of the greafest gifts you gave me was the ability tu recognize and identifi my 
inteml critic. Not until this past month have I clued into "theological reflection ". I can 
only imagine with a seme of disquiet how much my struggles must have grated you. 

Th3 faqoing k pari of my final cvaiuation, wbch remains on permanent 

record. 

During that unit of Clinical Pastoral Education (plus 2 othen which followed in 

succeeding years) 1 ieamed 2 major things about myself. F i t  of dl, 1 was in the 

category of "rescuer". 1 suppose 1 always knew that at a subconscious level, but now 1 

had the vocabulary to express it. Secondly, 1 was ovenensitive. 1 heard the exhortation 

to do better, but rnissed the "invitation" to do so. Big difference there. In supervisory 

sessions I was frequently conhnted with rny need to justiw everythg I did. I learned 

to check out my assumptions and repeat ofien in exasperating situations, "Whose event 

is this anyway?" 

1 had to trust that God would provide the best possible "mk"  of colleagues in d l  

my C.P.E. modules. In al1 of them there were individuals that positively grated me 

beyond belief. 1 figured that was quite okay because 1 knew they felt the same about me! 

Those were the very people that forced me to take a severe inward look at some of my 

basic assumptions. 1 will always be graceful for those (sometimes unpleasant) 

encounters. 1 also learned to confront male authority figures without breaking out in a 

rash, or worse, weeping. 

The foiiowing account is a description of one of the patient encounten. The 



venue was the Tampa General Hospital. 

Mrs. Y. is a 64 year old lady whose age-wom face hos a lot of stories to tell. On 
June 3 an electrical explosion in her trailer home ignited an afghan covering her. The 
resulting fire totaily destroyed her home. leaving her right a m  und entire chest ravaged 
with b u m .  It was estimted 10% of her body was burned. During her hospitalization 
she was pan of a research project to study the absorption rate of a new drug. n i s  was 
a joint effort of TGH's bum unit and the University of S. Fiorida. 

For some unexplninnble reason she lost the motivation to eut. Her decreased 
appetite became a primary concem. Mrs. Y began to exhibit "odd behavior" and a 
consult was sent to a Dr. Powers (neuro-or pysch- I know not which!!) This bit of 
infomtion piqued my interest alot. However, the doctor's handwriting was so 
aborninably humbo-judo I could not decipher what the odd behavior entailed. 

I had just settled in nicely when an RN came into Our space and apologetically 
announced she needed a laxative ... and it wasn't the oral kind either. Out I dutifully 
went, promising I'd be back in a wee while. In my haste to leave, I absentminùedly lej? 
my purse on her bedside table. Upon arriving at the office, I was reduced to a lather 
because I couldn 't remember W E R E  I had lej? it. I retumed to her room 15 + minutes 
later and once again settled in. No sooner had I arranged my body and soul in a 
straight line when suddenly the woman "had to go' '...and she didn't mean out on a date. 
nie wild look in her eye caused me to leap up instantly andfind a nurse who could be of 
assistance. Once again I left for a while. When I came back the deed was done ( I  could 
tell!!) In my detemination to GET THlS DERN INTERVIEW DONE, I plopped right 
down on the bedpan, which was carefully placed on the chair. I husten tu add it was 
covered with a towel. but still..Thonk God it was empty. 

As you c m  clearly imagine, I was not feeling the Least bit usefil or charitable. I 
was granted a dispensation of mercy and she didn't appenr to notice my discornfort. 

During my fmt unit of C.P.E. 1 renewed my rninisterial credentials with my 

original faith group. I had voluntarily given them up when 1 rnarried Douglas. At the 

time it seemed my life was heading in another direction and 1 would not be engaged in 

active ministry again, certainly not of the parish type. There was an unexplainabip 

delay in the granting of them and in the meantirne 1 entered a barren place spiritually. 

1 questioned every facet of my faith and was open in discussing my disillusionment 

with the hierarchy that seemed to have so many issues that were irrelevant. For a tirne 



I considered joining the Quakers! 1 withdrew fiom d l  church-related activities. After 

struggling in pnvate for many months 1 had a revelation of the grace of God. 1 

undentood in a fresh rnanner the deep meaning of the word "grace". As a believer 1 

had easily mouthed "grace" but somehow it was forever tied to the idea of "works" 

Well, for a considerable period of time 1 had done no "works", had even k e n  blatantly 

rebellious in spirit. 

Toward the end of November, Douglas' 3 grown children and I cleaned up the 

house and prepared a rituai of closure. We sat around the unique fieldstone fiteplace 

with a roaring fire and shared happy stories. 1 had found an elegant bottie of champagne 

in the cella and we decided that was a fitting drink to toast each other and the good 

future. Neil popped the cork, and Ian took the fmt sip. He screeched, "Don't drink it. It 

tastes like vinegar!" Tumed out to be a very old bonle that had not aged well. We 

laughed and decided there was a lesson to be learned from that. DonPt postpone joy ! ! 

1 need to remind myself every once in a while, 1 am a human BEING, not a 

human DONG. A vesse1 just has TO BE. My hem was healing. 1 wasn't quite 

airborne, but 1 was on my way to taxiing down a new runway. The future was mine! 

The shadows brushed in the canvas were waiting for suokes of brightness to make the 

picture beautiful. 



(2zAmER NINE 

FIRST COLOURING: MARRIAGE TO KENNETH 

A painter has reached an important stage in hifier work when the tirne for the 

fint colouring has corne. The painting has been "resting" awhile, silently preparing iüelf 

for m e r  artistic skiil on the part of the anist. The fmt colouring allows the elernent of 

surprise. The unexpected introduction of a new palette; perhaps a feathering in of a 

imaginative hue somewhere in a corner. Something that wiii make the picture 

memorable and unlike those that have proceeded it. 

It is a naturai phenomenon in animals (human and otherwise) to develop and 

maintain a defense system when attacked. Even when there is only a perception of 

impenhg danger or hurt. the system kicks in with al1 available force. 

I recall conversing with Dr. Kevin Hay a few hours afier Douglas' demise. We 

were in Our living room and my now-late husband was lying in state in the bedroom. 

Trying not to fdl apart in his presence I said, "Kevin, 1 will never do this again? 

d 

Giving away my hem in love is simply tw risky". He hugged me and 

wordlessly comfotted me. 

Three weeks later 1 had lunch with a young woman 1 had known for years. We 

were discussing Our lives. She was weeping because she didn't seem to have the ability 

to GET a man, and 1 was doing the same because 1 didn't seem to have the ability to 

E P  a man! 

One day in May of '94 1 retumed home to find the message li&t bIinking on my 

answering machine. At first the voice was indistinct, but afier listening several tirnes 1 

"got it". The man on the tape was a f h t  cousin of Jess, Kenneth Lynn. He was calling 



h m  Tampa, Rorida where he was employed by Air Canada. Such a surprise ! ! 1 had 

known Kenneth since 1965 when he had completed 5 years with the R.C.M.P in Prince 

Edward Island. Over the intervening years we had b e n  together at L ~ M  farnily 

reunions in Ontario, and one summer he brought bis oldest daughter Doma to visit us in 

Wainwright. He was corning up to spend bis binhday with his identicai twin in Ontario, 

and could he corne and see me on the way? Weil, why not? A tirne was arranged for 

August, and I promptly forgot about it. 

A diary notation for July 19 poignantiy reveals some pnvate feelings I never 

breathed to anyone. 

Worked evenings on the Orange unit. Came home and came apart. I can't 
believe how lonely and sud I feel. M e n  I compare rny jrst  grief experience. I feel I am 
BEHIND schedule! I need a long hug from somebody nice. I feel so vulnerable and 
needy. 

Losing one husband was a humbling expenence for me. To lose a second proved 

to be humiliating. In a twisted way 1 felt had 1 k e n  more clever, more prayhil or 

endowed with faith, perhaps the stats could have k e n  aitered. For 2 years whenever 1 

was in the presence of someone new and revealed my marital status, 1 only said 1 was a 

widow. If they were curious as to what my late husband did for work, 1 chose one or the 

other and (depending on what humour possessed me at that moment) 1 would reply, "He 

was a clergymanf' or. ... a family phpician". In some perverse way, it helped me stay 

intact. 

One of the board members of my church Iost his wife Iess than a year afier 

Douglas' deaîh. His wife was a good friend and I missed her dearly. Martin was a good 



man, honourable in every way but a bit provincial. He would have manied me in a trice. 

It was very difficult to gently tell him 1 did not feel the same way. 

Mid-August arrived on schedule, and so did K e ~ e t h .  He flew into Calgary, 

rented a car and &ove out to AL-VI-NOR. 1 had carefuliy arranged every hour of the 

next three days. Central Alberta is a great piace to show off. We went to dinner in 

Rosebud and laughed until we cried. Afier 2 heavily programmed days, he finally said, 

"Could we stay home this evening, and just tdk, please?" Of course. And what would 

he like to discuss? The grisly war in Bosnia or the pathetic state of Ruwanda? 

"Weil no, not really. I would like to talk about ... us." 

Oh, oh. My angst jerked up a notch. 

And so we began to talk. A torrent of words flowed out of each of us in tum. 

Here were 2 crushed souk cornmunicating on a level that was deep, but mutually 

understood. 

It is more than apparent that no one lives a life without a few rnistakes. If there 

is such an individual, 1 do not care to make their acquaintance. The pride emanating 

from their presence would be stifling. 

In 1968 Kenneth married a beautiful Amencan lady. There were irreconcilable 

challenges soon afker. They struggled on, but fmaily it became a situation that was no 

longer tenable. They divorced in 1988 and began to build new lives for themselves. A 

trip back to P.E.L for a charity golf tournament proved to be fortuitous for Kenneth. He 

recomected with a woman he had dated during his police duties. Her partner had left 

after siring 4 children because his sexual orientation was not toward her. 



They healed together, regainhg lost trust and ailowing their heam to be open to 

a loving relationship once more. They moved to Florida in January of 92, and in 

September Carolyn died of anaphylactic shock of unloiown ongin. It was a sninning 

blow that ended a cache of wondefil dreams for the couple. 

With the support of family and a church congregation, Kenneth's wound slowly 

healed. 1 had wrirten him a note of condolence when I heard of Carolyn's passing, but 

had not had contact with him since. 

One of the things 1 found supremely fmsmting about living alone was the 

propensity for things to warp. split or decay. My non-skills at maintenance are 

legendary. 1 have b e n  known to destmy items while endeavoring to repair them! When 

this handsome visitor fmed my vacuum, my admiration knew no bounds. 

The time together ended, and 1 made a rnistake. 1 kissed hirn g d - b y e .  And 

imediately my heart flipped. Somewhere deep inside 1 felt a paradigm shift. Now that 

isn't what 1 expected, much less desired. 

1 was independent. 1 had a career, my sons didn't need a father figure, 1 wasn't 

going to put myself in a position to be tom apart again. No M'am, not me. 1s the picture 

in focus yet? 

I fiew to Ireland and he flew to Ontario. Many months before this 1 had bwked a 

quaint bed and breakfast in the middle of lreland for 10 days. The goal was solitude 

amongst beaury. 1 longed for a measure of settledness before 1 plunged into rny new 

career in chaplaincy. I intended to sleuth out my adoptive father's roots but sightseeing 

was a low priority. 



Naturaily the visit of Kenneth's severdy complicated my repose. A lot of 

reflection was done in my corner room, which overlooked the mins of an ancient abbey. 

In the end, it came d o m  to 2 choices. Either I could hand up (so to speak) a neatiy 

organized plan for the rest of my life and petition the Almighty to bless the list as it 

stood or 1 could chwse to sign my name at the bottom of a blank sheet and say, "Here. 

God of the Universe, fill this in as You see best." 

1 chose the latter, but prornised myself 1 would not pursue this relationship if 

there was no letter from Horida waiting in my postal box when 1 retumed. For public 

infornation, there were 2! 

Over the next few months we supported both countries postal systems as well as 

the phone companies. We kept Our relationship to ourselves, neither one of us wiliing to 

admit openly that love had corne knocking again. An entry in October spells out the way 

it was. 

Kennetfi phoned at 12:45 am. He told me if he was awake, I shocdd be too! 
Tee Hee. 

My entry into hospital pastoral ministry was going weil. I had found my niche. 

An upcoming convention in Montreal, which would draw chaplains from ail across the 

country, caught my attention. Two female colleagues and I decided to register. 1 pulled 

together enough fun& to fl y d o m  with them. Roorning with them was a delight, but the 

fact that Kenneth flew to Montreal to see me added ecstasy to the whole episode. 

It seemed so outrageous that 1 was considering matrimony with sorneone who 

bore the same last name as my fmt late husband. In an earlier era 1 had thought a 



hyphenated name had such a ring of sophistication. 1 could never figure out how to 

acquire one. When 1 married Douglas the oppominity fell into my lap. 1 becarne 

Virginia Lym-White. I must Say it has caused a lot of hassle because some folks dont 

know the difference between a comma, an apostrophe and a Cyphen. Because 1 did not 

change it legally, 1 have a choice of who 1 want to be, depending on my mood. 

Merriment, usually, but suddenly 1 faced with the scary possibility of Kenneth k i n g  

addressed as Mr. White, or constantly explaining why my name was somewhat like rny 

husband's, but not quite. 1 have actuaiiy received letten addressed to Ms. V. Lynn- 

White-Lynn, which is tw much! ! 

It came t h e  to tell rny initial in-laws that their nephew was about to become 

their daughter-in-law's spouse. At first we felt a rather m o u s ,  but both of them thought 

it was a Bot that 1 would be back in their farnily, although technically 1 had never left. 

The White children also gave us their blessing. 

Confession is good for the soul. So convinced was 1 that this was the nght thing. 

I bought my wedding dress months before the engagement ring was on my finger. Faith 

at work, rd say. 

1995 meandered on. As it did, somewhat of a dilemma arose. 1 had not said 

much about Our upcorning wedding in November to fiiends. 1 suspect many of them 

were quite unaware what was happening. In reality 1 was afraid to let them know my 

new found happiness. Perhaps 1 feared teasing (can't you live without a man?) or woae, 

judgment of some sort. However, by the end of August 1 let the word out that I was 

king married. W-E-L-L-L 1 was unprepared for the excited reactions. Within one week 



a brida1 shower was held and I got the usual array of lovely things a brand new, young 

bride expects to receive. 

I had forgotten to "check out my assumptions". 1 had assumed people would 

react differently. How glad I am 1 was totally mistaken. 

In February '95 1 decided the time had corne to register for an intemationally 

known wilderness survivd course. If 1 didn't take it before my upcoming wedding, 

chances were rd never do it. The foiiowing is an excerpt of an article I wrote once back 

(alive) in civilization. 

A dozen years ago magazine o k l e  on Canada's "Outward B o d "  program 
spurred my interest. nree adolescent sons d e  the adventure impossible them but this 
fa12 THE TZME HAD COME. 

For m o n t h  afrer registration. I believe everyone should expand their horkons 
and jus1 do it! Three &ys in to the course I was in the bwh, snzfling in self-piv. 
wondering where I had hid my heaù when I decided to do this stupid prograrn. 

Originally I signed up as pan of a persona1 joumey thut Uicluded a desire to 
leam new skills in an environment completely foreign tu me. The discipline of 
"stretching oneself' as it is euphetismally called seduced me. 

I took only a few hours to understand how incredibly illiterate I am in the ways 
of camping. A bit late to back out afer one has flown halfway across the countq. 
Another thing-there is no such thing as being E-vaced out because of sudden despair ut 
the ever present sand, the infernal dampness and the thought of no toilet facilities other 
than on -g uard trees und snoopy squirrels. 

My group consisted of 9 stdents and 2 instructors. A feisty, CO-ed mirture of 
nurses, ntunugers, jîmncial consultants a cornputer expert and o libranan The age 
range was 26 tu 64 years. 

ï h e  corporate goal was to came south along the Black Sturgeon River to Lake 
Superior, a route of approrimately 60 K m  (as the crow flies, NOT as the tiver loops!). 
Included in the week was a &y of rock climbing and rappelling as weil a one 24 hour 
"solo" rime in the wilderness, alone. 

Try to understand the scene. Nine days, eleven people, five canoes. AI1 the food, 
tents, and personal items were loaded into heavy-duiy backpackr that were pucked, 
wipacked, and repacked every &y. Are you feeling tired yet? 

Ihe rnujority of the participants had little or no canoeing cornpetence. Our 
leuming began Unmediately. Appropriute paddle strokes for the bow and stem were 
taught. I did my test as a team d e r  to be smooth and struight and sw#. Muscles 
w~~cctutomed tu these new movements were swnmatily ignored when they vented il2 



feelings in the fonn of merciless aches. 
The rock-climbing feat came on the 2nd &y. Trust had to be quickly developed 

as my life literally depended on the steady hands of a new fiend holding the ropes at the 
bottom of the abyss. On my descent from the top of a steep clifl my wristwutch broke as 
I lost my footing and slammed into the face of the rock Its disabiliv to tell time was a 
fine discipline for someone who is "tied to the clock" and al1 but compulsive about 
promptness. 

WC- dwixg those dn;.s did we hem about Bosnia. O.J. Si.wpson nr the 
Quebec referendum Dure I say, did we cure? Not foo much! Our focus was learning 
to go beyond our fonner limitations and search out new personal potentid. 

We were allotted 2 rolls of toilet tissue. Please contemplate that fact for a 
moment. Let me clarify thut--2 rolls for the entire group for the entire week A 
corporate groan arose when that announcement was made. On the 3rd &y into the 
adventure, only 1 roll remained Not to worry, our ever-cheerful instructors infonned 
us. We were to discover Ontario grows lovely thick moss, which can be used in a 
multitude of ways. 

There were days when 1 thought 1 would never make it. The portages were so 

difficult over uncharted riverbanks that 1 just wanted to lay down and die. 1 figured 1 

would be so rnaimed that my prospective groom would cancel the wedding. The end 

sometimes does justim the means. 1 emerged stronger in every way. If 1 could drink 

river water, go without bathhg or shampooing my hair for a week, I could tackle 

anything Life chose to throw at me. In time 1 would cal1 on this new found prowess to 

survive another kind of wilderness. 

We were married 6 weeks Iater in the newly dedicated trans-faith chape1 at the 

Royal Alexandra Hospital. 1 suppose one could say 1 was willing and Kenneth was 

brave! Rev. Dr. Neil Elford performed the ceremony. He included a tender symbolic act 

in which both of us "rransplanted" 2 plants into a container of dirt mixed with ashes. It 

represented the potential of brand new beauty and growth rising up out of the ashes of 

disappointment and somw. PowerfÙl as weil as moving. 



Kenneth wore the shoes he had wom at his other 2 weddings. It became a joke 

that causes laughter to this day. Nonna was my maid of honor. as she had been twice 

before. On the moming of the big day, she told me, "1 am not dohg this again for you!" 

Kenneth's twin brother was in the same position and 1 believe indicated a similar 

sentiment. Who could blame him? 

Once the honeymoon was over, he flew home to Tampa and I drove back to 

Sylvan. We had the marriage certificaie on file. but for the present Our relationship was 

to continue to be long-distance. Why be normal? 



CHAWERTEN 

SECOND PAINTING: FZNDING MY GENETIC BACKGROUND 

1 was fully aware of my adoptive status, inwardly certain of some kind of 

matemal abandonment. but lacked a pervasive compulsion to discover my "reai" rmts. 

Mom and Dad Thompson were progressive in many ways for their age. They cûd not 

cling to things or ideas with pathologicd tenaciousness that made it difficult for those 

who loved them. They relinquished a home before illness forced them to do so and my 

father gave up his driver's license when he was 89 years old. accident f ie !  1 never heard 

them whine about the massive changes, which removed the lakeside cabin nor the 

inconvenience of losing a measure of independence. 

In 1980 1 penuaded a courtesy aunt to tell me the name of my birth father. This 

was a secret we would hold between the two of us. When she said "Joe Green" 1 felt 

faint. She swore she know nothing of my birthmother and there was no reason to doubt 

her word. A few years later Nice pulled out a picture of my birthfather, hidden away for 

5 decades under her bed. There was Joe Green. dressed in his air force uniform, lwking 

handsome and proud. hoking at his image face to face was a tender moment. At that 

tirne my parents were in their eighties and 1 believe were beginning to "tie up loose 

ends". They wanted me to have some clues about my father, but I sensed they feared I 

would switch loyalties and love them less. Not particularly rational, perhaps, but 1 

honored their amie ty. 

In March of 1986, just as 1 was leaving for the siiver anniversary of my nuning 

class, they shared the news in a rather off-handed manner that loe had died. 1 mistakeniy 

assumed it was a ment event. Upon returning h m  the celebration in Victoria, B.C. 1 



wrote ui my diary- 

lin in a reul DOWER.  I admit I was ugly re: milenge money with Jess. A h  
the news of Joe Green's passing and the iden of an older brother is absolutely 
depressing. It is as though I have my own booing section. 

My adoptive father survived my mother by almost 2 years. I brought him down 

to the house at Sylvan as often as 1 could, One Christmas after a perfectly lovely day he 

died in his sleep. The moment of fmding my father dead, in rny bed, will never leave 

me, but my family found cornfort in the fact that Grampa had released himself from this 

life on his own terms. 

The wili was straightforward and 1 was able to do rnost of the legai work myself 

in preparation for probate. My parents had worded the document so that no one could 

corne out of the woodwork and take away any portion of my inhentance. Their 

amiousness about the possibility of my older half sibling must have never truly left 

them. Somehow 1 felt it would be inappropnate and perhaps crass to initiate a search 

for my birthparents while my adoptive parents were aiive. Is& Denesen once wrote, "To 

be a person is ro have a story to tell". I knew there was a story in the shadows, but 1 was 

willing to wait until the time was ripe. 

Kenneth encouraged me to initiate a search. 1 was curious, but not compelied. 

Unpleasant accounts of adoptees tom emotional States until finding their birthroots were 

familiar to me. 1 did not want to be responsible for rnauling a neatly organized family 

unit that had no idea 1 was once part of their parent's past. 

Ever since 1 could reason things out, 1 had assumed my binhmother was either 

dead, or had been confined to a psychiatrîc institutioii with postpartum depression. In 



1940 that rnalady was considered a severe mental disorder and often prolonged 

hospitalization was the only recourse. No sophisticated drugs or even intentional 

understanding existed. The b a m ~ e s s  of the unknown was intriguing, but 1 could live 

with mystery. 

Easic to all understanding and knowledge is that one begins with the known and 

moves into unfamiliar temtory. 1 muiied over al1 the infornation 1 had about my 

biahdad. His name, occupation, musical bent. move to northern B.C.. a second family 

was al1 1 had to proceed. 

I recailed an incident early in 1979, before I had any clue about my background. 

One of the local churches asked me to speak at a women's function. Being new in the 

town, 1 was still in the process of linking names and faces. The group executive was 

rerniss in not introducing to some of the participants that had amived around the sarne 

t h e  as myself. 1 was nervous (cannot recall at this moment the reason for that!) and 

plunked myself down at a table of fiendly looking women. To break the ice, a silly little 

game was begun. Everyone at the table was asked to repeat her own name as well as al1 

the others. For some reason this heightened my discornfon. When my nim came, 1 

introduced myself as "Virginia Green". 1 was then so embanassed that 1 had 

rnisidentified myself. The evening continued to diminish from that moment onward. 

From whence did that corne? The only explanation is that my hi& anxiety must have 

triggered some unconscious memory that fiew out my mouth in that verbal expression. 

1 made an agreement with my husband and a covenant with God that at any point 

of the search if a situation developed that could spell distress 1 would simply withdraw, 



and feel satisfied with whatever information 1 had gathered. 

A plan began to crystallize. During a 2 week vacation in May we would motor 

to northern B.C. to check out cemeteries and town hall records. 1 am bemused as 1 now 

reflect on our ambitious confidence. Closer to zeal without knowledge, methinks! 

As a preliminary geshire 1 wrote letten to funerai home establishments in Prince 

Rupert, Srnithen, and Terrace. I sketched out the meager details with one important 

condition. Under NO circumstances was the fact 1 was searching for Joe Green to be 

revealed to anyone, especially family members if they still happened to be in the vicinity. 

Thanking them for their anticipated help and cooperation, 1 waited the replies. 

Six weeks later a terse note anîved forrn the Prince Rupert establishment. Their 

records had been checked and no record found therein, Somy. No lettes were 

forthcoming from the other two funeral homes. 

Kenneth and 1 began to plan Our itinerary. Our last stop would be Kelowna, 

where l e s '  parents had resided since 1988. The time drew nearer for Our departure, and 

my apprehension started to grow. Northern B.C. suddenly grew much more expansive! 

1 had lunch with Marlyne Seemans. a pastor's wife who had engaged me to speak 

at a comrnunity outreach later in May. Briefly 1 shared my diiemma. For a moment she 

was absolutely still, and then softly said, "I have a word from the Lord for you. "Relax. 

Everything is going to be airight."' And nght there, over a double fudge brownie, in the 

middle of the Cheesecake Cafe, she prayed for a portion of peace to envelop me. Highiy 

unusual dessen tirne. My anxiousness melted away and the trip regained its glitter. 

May 1-4 just had the most incredible cal1 ...fi om Heather Green, Joe Green's 
daughter, my hrf-sister!! Mary, his wife, lives in Okanugm Falk, jus? out of Penticton. 



All their lives they have known about me. A feeling of euphoria has descended. I 
phoned K. righi away (2 know I s o d e d  hysterical). Also shared the news with Phyllis 
and Marlyne. 

1 feel prickies arising on my hairline every t h e  1 review that diary entry. A 

series of providential moves took place with such exquisite timing which left no doubt 

the w hole affair had to be divinely engineered. 

A few days previous, a group of people were enjoying coffee in a Tenace d e .  

A woman by the name of Jemy had traveled from Stewart for some family business. As 

the conversation moved on, a gentleman who owned the Scrader Funeral Home in 

Srnithen, casuaily asked, "Anybody here know anybody by the narne of Green in 

Stewart?" He then went on to explain this interesting request he had received from some 

woman in Alberta looking for her birthfather's grave. 

Now Jemy happened to have a good fnend by the name of Wanda Green. She 

promised she would inquire when she returned home the next day. True to her word, 

Jemy phoned Wanda to ask if by any chance her father-in-law's name was Joe. 

"1 never met the man. He died years before David and 1 were married." Wanda 

replied, "but rll find out." 

Her husband David worked out of town in a gold mine, 6 weeks at a time. When 

he retumed for a couple of weeks respite, Wanda told him about the Smither's encounter. 

Was he aware of a girl child from another relationship? 

"Of course-Pve known about her ail my Iife," David answered. "1 even know 

her name. It's Virginia." 

Upon request, the funeral director faxed David my letter and he in nun faxed it to 



his sister Heather, an accountant living in Nanaimo, Vancouver Island. Within 24 hours 

Joe Green's second family knew 1 was alive, weii and searching. An awesome unfolding 

of a sublime agenda. 

In one fell swoop Our itinerary was altered. No pressing need to scout towns in a 

lather of haste and angst. From conversations with Heather and her mother Mary, 1 

discovered my birthfather had died in 1974, a considerably more distant date than 1 had 

previously imagined. He was buried (by his own wish) in a remote cemetery on the side 

of a mountain. 

David's work schedule required him to be back at the mine during the tirne 

Kenneth and 1 were due in the no&, the trip to Stewart was postponed until September. 

However, a mini family reunion with the other members was organized by Mary to 

coincide with the end of our vacation. 

Rearranging the vacation was easy. On May 16 we &ove from Kelowna to 

Okanagan Falls. My mouth was dry from apprehension. For a few moments, 1 

wondered out loud if curiosity had preempted wisdorn. Only when I saw my new "old" 

family streaming out the front door to enfold me in welcoming embraces did 1 finally 

relax. Over coffee the questions and answen went back and foIth like pistol fue. Mary 

was oniy 12 years my senior, a Salvation A m y  lassie by profession. Five children, 3 

boys, 2 girls, were bom to that union. 

Mary was eager to share stories of the good and bad times she shared with Joe. 

The good times when his skiil as a cook was in demand. Bad times when the only living 

space was a converted hayrack with the cooking stove outside. 



Joe was a creative innovator in his own way. He made sure his family never felt 

the sting of poverty. In reality, his 5 offspring never felt anything but blessed. One 

summer he contrived a pool-heating device from a discarded oil barrel. Copper tubing 

was ngged up the inside of it while a fire bumed in the middle. He attached an ordinary 

garden hose to the copper tubing. The result? Warm water for his children to splash and 

enjoy. 

One story moved me more than the rest. Mary explained Joe moumed the loss 

of me until he died. Somewhere dong the line he lost touch with Alice and Noman. It 

remains an enigma how they knew about his passing. 1 wasn't astute enough to gently 

pry further information from them. They took a few secrets with them to the grave and 

that was one of them. 1 c m  rest with that. 

Mary went to a linen closet and brought out a picnire of me. I felt rny chest 

constricting-it was identical to a photo, which hung on my parent's bedrwm wall as 

long as 1 can remember. It now adorns a wall of one of my sons. Evidendy Joe would 

take it to an upper attic and weep. He never quite reconciled the fact he had given me up 

for adoption. 

A number of yean previous, the family made an effort to locate me on the 

strength of a rumor 1 had moved to Vancouver Island. 1 cannot imagine the origin of 

such a story! 

When we drove away, my head was aswirl with novel possibilities. How 

different would my Life script had k e n  if I had remained within the confmes of Joe 

Green's care? Mentally 1 tried hard to see myself with these new friends in the 



parameten of "family". A grateful heart reiterated my thanks for the loving provision of 

the ïhompsons. 

Would this encounter impact my iife? Certainly the information about my 

birthfather's demise fmm colon cancer had genetic significance for the monitoring of my 

heal th. 

It required quite a few weeks for this newly found family connection to be woven 

into the fabric of my psyche. Snow cornes quickly to the mountain range bordering 

Stewart B.C. 1 was advised to visit the area before the end of September if I wished to 

have quiet closure at Joe's gravesite. Accordingly 1 made plans, this time without 

Kenneth as he was unable to book off t h e  due to a work schedule. 

Getting to Stewart which houses Canada's most northerly open harbour was an 

adventure. On September 30.1996 I "hopped" frorn Calgary to Vancouver to Terrace by 

air. An inhospitable layover in the townts "bus depot" (a misnomer, trust me) awaited 

me. In an effort to hang on to a sense of groundedness, 1 walked and wrote. A couple of 

journal entries now seem entertainhg but at the the, amusement didn't seem to fit rny 

general outlook. 

12:45 pm I prowled the SKEENA M W  Had o great walk--mer a long bridge. 
It ir a mgnificent &y. Did I mention that there were 3 quality stores that gave me no 
end of pleasure? I tried on sprays, lotions etc. until 2 must emore enough fragrance to 
influence anybody however Ifancy!! 

545 prn went back to the ml1 and bought 18 gorgeous roses. I am now aboard 
a pseudo-Greyhound bus. We are rooring thru' this m s t  wonderful temetory. 2 men 
ond me---we comprise the passenger list. One of the men is acting like a stand-up 
comic. He has just spilled his I liier of red pop. Ii is flowing down the aisle and he is 
meticulody mopping ir up with bits of paper. I gave him a Kleenex (hope Z dont need 
any time soon). He has tight jeans on with Wellington boots. 

There are more tears jurt d e r  the surface for this meeting than for the May 
one in OkaMgan Falls. Possibly because 2 huve thought about going to my father's 



grave for so many years. I really do not know whar to expect from David. It ail seems a 
bit surreal. 

The bus driver dropped me off at David and Wanda's house (one of the 

advantages of knowing everyone in a small setting!). The next day we drove around 

the 3x3 to n v l y  of tL,e places he and ouï father s p t  many hours fishing and hunting. 

We anived at Ward's Pass Cemetery around noon, a forlorn unkempt place. 1 

deliberately withheld any judgmental feelings to myself. In addition to the roses 

purchased in Terrace, 1 also had a srnall candle scented with apple-crisp fragrance. It 

was symbolic as Joe was known far and wide for his superb apple cnsp desserts. - 

1 laid the roses out. fan-shaped. Put a smdl altar of rocks to hold the candle 

steady, sat back and ... cned. For myself. because I felt "gyppedtt he left this world 

before I had made his acquaintance. For Joe himself. because of the woundedness he 

must have felt deep in his soul. For my mother, whoever she was and for whatever 

excruciating pain she suffered because of his insensitivity. David s t d  a respectable 

distance away and tumed his back so my grief was pnvate. The wind was bitter in iü 

fierceness as we left the graveyard. Neither of us spoke for a long time. 

1 retumed the next day on the same nckety bus. The bus driver told me when he 

was a kid in schml the classes went over to the Green house for field trips. The fine 

collection of cats, fish, and other pets was considered an education in itself. 

Autumn came and went as aunimn always does. My new position at the 

Regional Hospital required energy, creativity as well as compassion. Thoughts about 

finding the other half of my parent couple faded ternporarily. 



in January of '97 reality came knocking with vigor. 1 remembered 1 had 

committed myself to speak on Mother's Day at Beddington Assembly in Calgary. 

Interestingly, the senior pastor had requested me to be present for their Mother's Day 

celebration in 1996. 1 demurred, saying 1 wanted to wait until 1 did further research. 

Suddenly a deadline Ioomed. 1 had a serious chat with God, and ended with a 

plea.."I need INFORMATION RIGHT NOW. THANK YOU." The information 1 had at 

rny fingertips was minimal. Figuring 1 had nodiing to lose and possibly a good deal to 

gain, 1 contacted the Alberta Post Adoption Registry in late January. This department 

under the auspices of the Family and Social Services acts as a bridge between seeking 

parties. If both parties inquire about matten of adoption, a comection can be arranged. I 

knew my mother's maiden name was Bice, given narnes were Evelyn Lorraine (info. 

gleaned from a zeroxed copy of the mamiage certificate kept by Joe Green's son David). 

A kind reply from a Mr. Keith Owen on the 12th of Febmary contained this 

statement- 

Please be assured your application has been placed on file and in the evenr of 
registration by another interested person, a representative from this Depamnent will 
contact you to diseurs the manerfinher. 

No one ever looked for me??!! How depressing. The slurnp passed and more 

than ever 1 knew 1 was waiting for a miracle. Not one to sit back and twiddle thumbs 1 

scoped phone books in a number of Alberta's cities. In Edmonton there were 2 listings 

of the name Bice. As it tumed out it was a mother and daughter duo. The older woman 

had been recently widowed, and expressed some measure of surprise there was a 

possibility of another branch of the Bice family living in this province. Her late husband 



had never rnentioned any relatives with their rather uncornrnon sumame. 

The miracle came in the form of ... Mary Green. She phoned one snowy moming 

and asked my permission to try and locate rny half brother. She recailed meeting him 

once before she and Joe were rnanied. According to her somewhat filzzy recall, his 

name was Ray or Roy, the 1 s t  name either Green or LawleyILawson. A hunch told her 

perhaps he resided in Penticton. Could she do what she had to in order to fmd him? 

Well, why not? 

On April 5 I arrived home from a visit with Kenneth in Tampa, feeling harried 

because of a delayed fiight and a flat tire on my way home from the airport. The 

indicator light on my answering machine was blinking a message was waiting. 

Hi Virginia. Its Mar), Your mother is olive! She lives in Campbell River. Phone 
me right away, okay? 

1 had to sit down. Such stunning news. Naturally within moments Kenneth and 

al1 my sons knew this critical bit of news. It twk  awhile to absorb the implications of 

having a living female parent 1 had assumed was dead. A whole day passed before 1 had 

the suength to c d  Mary for further details. 

She had indeed located Roy Lawley. During their initial conversation, he 

assured Mary he also was aware of my existence. In fact on several occasions he had 

made attempts to fmd me. Shortly afier chatting with her, I phoned Roy, a sort of 

"reconnaissance" caii, checking the waters, so i o  speak. 

He put my anxiousness to bed by assuring me mother wanted me to phone. She 

was probably sitting by the phone at that very minute, waiting to hear my voice. Evelyn 



Lorraine lived with my half-sister Eh, bom in 1943. 

I phoned an hour later, sipping a cup of herbal cup and praying to be brave in 

spirit. The conversation was, understandably, a bit halting. Both of us were trying to 

keep the tean from garbiing our voices. My mother's voice reached out and hugged me 

over the wires. 1 knew 1 had to fly to Campbell River as soon as possible. 

The next day I booked a flight to Campbell River. The support 1 received from 

the nursing s t a f f  at work was ovenvhelrning. The memory of those outpoured best 

wishes wanns me still. 

On April 11 there is a scribbled entry in my mvel journal. At that time, the 

flight from Vancouver International Airport included a quick stop at Comox before 

touching down in Campbell River. 

5:10 pm I have kept myself busy with other thoughts. Currentiy reading 
"Finland on the Cheap". Have Zanded and taken o f f j k m  Comox I am afready crying-- 
- Seven minutes tu C.R. Seven minutes to the unknuwn. I have taken 56 years to get 
here. It feels like a sumeal experience. Am I here yet? There is a woman across the 
aisle who keeps looking at me--[ wish she would STOP that!! 

When the plane taxied to a stop on the tarmac, I was the last to leave. The flight 

attendant gently asked me if everything was okay. I must have looked like a wreck. 1 

perked up and replied brightly, "Yes sir, everythuig is just fuie" and managed to 

disembark without falling. Ella stepped forward to meet me, and then led me over to 

a bench where our mother was resting. 1 cannot adequately describe the next few 

moments, so 1 won't even try. 

Over the next 2 days, ali of us laughed and wept together. 1 was aware of how 

painful my reappearance in Evelyn's life must have ken. 1 honoted her discornfort and 



lirnited my questions to general areas of interest. We would have more time in the future 

to pursue difficult questions. 

One question 1 asked as soon as 1 felt there was an appropnate opening. Was 

there a history of breast cancer in her farnily? None of which she was aware. Sigh of 

relief. 

Mother hus had her gallbladder out, u hip replacement and recent cataract 
surgery. She is so perky and has a marvelous sense of humor. As we gently dredged up 
memones, she spoke without rancor or meanness. Afer she heard I was coming for a 
visit, she crotched me an aphgan. It is beautifil!! Purple, pink and green. Guess 
what??? Her favorite color is ...p urple. Is t h t  genetic or what? 

Her parents had 2 sets of twins. A coincidence as Joe's farnily also included 2 

twin sets. Coupiing these facts with the Lynn genes that also had the propensity for 

multiple births, whai chance of escape was afforded me? 

1 stored away tiny pieces of trivia. Mother loved seasheils. peacocks, lemons. 

She used to bake voluminous batches of cookies and then hide them in ingenious places. 

Her amazing ability to remember exact dates was uncanny. 

Ella related to me a recumng dream that plagued her for years. She dreamt she 

had found me in northem B.C.. but before we had a chance to know each other, 1 

rejected her. The thought of king  rejected caused Eiia many moments of distress. 

When 1 fiew home the next day, there was the anticipation of a late sumrner visit 

at AL-VI-NOR. A brief one day stopover at Kelowna was ananged. Basicaily to have a 

visit with Jess's parents, but also to have the opportunity to meet Roy and his wife 

Elaine. They drove up fiom Penticton and femed me to the airport. Over coffee, more 

pieces began to fall into place. 



Roy also had a recuning dream for years. l n  his dream he saw a man w a k n g  a 

small girl to a large meeting, and o f f e ~ g  her up for adoption. The meaning eluded him 

untii we met face to face. 

1 was back into reality within houa of flying back to centrai Alberta. 1 pondered 

the significance of it dl. Would this encounter impact my life? Certainly the lack of 

diseases whjch are predominantly genetic in nature was a codon.  

In August of 1997, mother, Ella and her husband Me1 drove out for a 3 day visit. 

1 introduced her to my world. Jaxon, Regan and Tracey's newbom son (my fmt 

grandchild) was only 2 weeks old. I couldntt read the message in her face as she cuddled 

Late in December of that year 1 wrote an article. which was subsequently 

published. Here is part of it. 

The debate about nature versus nunure is remurkable in ifs inconclusiveness. 
Hoiv much of who I have become do I owe to my birthparents and how much of the 
equation is tipped towarcis my adoptive curegivers? My genetic parents gave me the gift 
of life, but the two saints who adopted me showed me the path of lifie. 

Some of the things I do by rote are because over the year I watched Alice 
niompson do them that way. To be brutally truthfil. 1 do M T  do certain things- 
simply because she inristed! It is a theme, which has been in existence down through the 
ages. 

It is a balmy Decernber night (an oxymoron if there ever was one for citizens of 
this fair pro vince) as I crank this out. An hour ago the sad ne ws arrived via a phone cal1 
my binhmother is dead. She slipped awuy peacefill~ in her sieep, just as we all would if 
we could choose. 

Sadness surrounds me like a long Panne1 scarf: ntank God I did not 
procrastinate t h t  initial "getting to know you" visit. Equal gratitude for the strength 
provided for a trip to Alberia late last sumer.  

My life's view was expanded by meeting this womn whose constant cornpanion 
wm brokenness. How did this reunion impact both of us? I would like tu believe that 
our cornùtg together helped restore some of the happiness my mother in her swiser years 
deserved su muck More than thut, it hos convinced me there is no such thing as a 
teminal mistake or an wrredeemable entiiy in God's economy. 



According to Jonathan Stephenson, who has wrinen extensively on the matenal 

and techniques of painting, a second painting adds detail and further modifies colouring. 

It is worthy of note that this technique refmes the picture graduaUy whatever has 

already b e n  done. To =le t h i s  is 'Ue esserce of the stoiles 1 hexû icgarding my 

hinhparen ts. 



CHAPTERrnVEN 

E M P L O W N T  TEFMlNATIûN: TEXTURNG 

Some things 1 just know, and act accordingly. Resigning from nursing, moving to 

Sylvan Lake, entering into chaplaincy can all be considered acts of faith. Toward the 

,,d f -... -.+. û A l A J  L L d  ünii ùf C.P.E. I had an Uiierview with Fabian Marshail, the director of 

pastoral care at the Red Deer Regional Hospital. I offered myself as a volunteer in some 

pastoral capacity. He asked me to describe my idea of a dream volunteer job. Then he 

pressed me for a description of a dream JOB. Except for the money, they were much 

the same. 1 was thrilled when he said, "Corne on board. This facility is known for 

creating positions for volunteers who have good ideas and who are willing to work to 

fblfill their drearns." 

1 was in Tampa, Florida completing my second unit of C.P.E. when the !etter 

from Fabian anived c o n f h n g  my new job, a part-time position as chaplain on the 

palliative unit. 1 started employrnent on September 4,1996. Having an office with my 

narne on the dwr  was so invigorating. The decor was definitely cozy. It lwked more 

like a living r w m  and therein was its strength. Staff as well as the patients and families 

came in and felt at home. 

Attendance at a new employee orientation was mandatory. One moming, 5 

weeks later 1 was sitting in the session, which explained the "nuts and bolts" of the 

hospital facility. During the next coffee break 1 was approached by Mr. Lathrop, the 

C.E.O. of the Red Deer Regional Hospital, and one of the vice-presidents of nursing. 

They infonned me Fabian had been injured while feiling a tree and was now hospitaiized 

on one of the medical floors. Would I consider " c o v e ~ g "  for him until he was back at 



work? 

Such confidence they had in me! It was a lovely affiiation of what 1 knew 1 

could do. The next 5 weeks were busy as not only did 1 have the palliative unit to cover, 

but also the entire hospital. There were lots of challenges, but no disasters during that 

time. 

It had k e n  part of my routine to meet with Fabian every Tuesday at 10:30 êm. 

to discuss work. Initiaily these encounters were mutually beneficial. When Fabian 

retwned to work in mid-November, 1 noticed a slight shift. Not much, mind you. but 

enough that when 1 walked out of his office, 1 had a sense of disquiet. 

1 had wntten, on his request, a list of goals for myself. They did not seern io 

satisv him, so 1 rewrote and pnoritized them. 1 was chastised for not including 

"patients" enough and told to delete the goal of meeting every department head in an 

effort to becorne more acquainted with the inner workings of the establishment. Fair 

enough. 1 revised the list once again. I concentraied on the ones that were categorired as 

"high priority." Those included regular Tare for the Caregiver" sessions with the staff, 

helping family members in the anticipatory grieving stage, guiding patients in life 

review/jomaling and so forth. 

Christmas of '96 found me "on c d "  for one week. Life at the hospital was fine, 

but my own life was "stress city". Regan's wife was hospitalized on December 23 for a 

severe bout of asthma-triggered pneurnonia. Hi& does of IV antibiotics had been 

administered in order to stem the infection. Under normal circumtances this would not 

have k e n  cause for worry, but Tracey was in her first aimester of pregnancy. Certain 



antibiotics are tetragenic. and that was worrisome. 

It was the fmt annivenary of my father's death, and I needed a bit of solitude to 

re-group and contemplate. Because of my work schedule, 1 was not getting much of 

either. On the moming of Christmas Eve, I learned that rny newest daughter-in-law was 

leaving my son, that very day. WHAM. Somehow my intuitive self had not picked up 

the signais. As if that wasn't more than one lady could bear, my credentials with the 

organization with whom 1 had faithfully served for 32 yean, were k ing  stripped from 

me because 1 had rnarried a divorced man whose "ex" was still living. I pulled myself 

together and ministered to patients and families who were in more senous dire straits 

than myself. 

When the New Year began, the director of pastoral care did not seem overly 

interested in my broken heart. In retrospect how healing and pastoral a prayer or rwo 

would have ken. Al1 new employees are on 6 months probation. 1 knew on March 4 I 

would be given an evaluation of my work. 1 wasn't the least bit womed because things 

on the ward had been going well. Fabian asked me to prepare a self-evaluation and 

discuss it with him. No problern. 1 outlined the pluses-the bereavement program was in 

process, my office was proving to be a safe haven, the sessions with the nurses were 

lively and varied. The minuses were also there-regular mernorial services had not yet 

k e n  cornmenced, little or no progress could be seen in the proposed new palliative unit. 

The diary entry for that day explains what happened when 1 went to his office. 

SHOCKER!! I went bouncing into Fabian's ofice expecting my probation 
evaluation---ad he won? be giving it to me wttil afer I huve an appoinmienr with an 
audiologist. This Lr HASSLING!! 



1 was snuined. My heaRng impairment had NEVER k e n  discussed before in 

that context. To be put on a m e r  6 months probation was incredibly hard to fathom. 

I made an appointment with an audiologist. During the tirne of the examination I 

said very little about why I had made the appointment, but she saw through my evasive 

answers and remarked. "This man is threatened by you. He'd like to fxe you." Her 

directness caught me off-guard, but the import of her words seemed remote. 

She wrote a detailed report of her findings to Fabian. Part of her letter read- 

Ms. Lynn-White has reversed sloping hearing loss which is very atypical for 
fitting amplification. It has been my experience that it is very dificult to ,fit amplifzcation 
on reversed sloping hearing losses os we tend tu over amplify the higher frequencies and 
rherefore drive the patient "nuts" with noise. 

She iî an excellent lip reader and is very effective is using environmental 
manipulation techniques and cornmunicarion strategies. I would recommenà rhar she 
continue on this path as opposed to pursuing any amplification at this time. 

Unfortunately, Fabian was dissatisfied with the report and continued to insist I 

either get hearing aids or my job was on the line. One suggestion, which seemed to 

ameliorate his constant fussing, was the idea of a pocket auditory device. 1 carried it 

wherever I went, but the results were poor. 

The nuaing manager, Cheryl, was dismayed when I explained my situation. She 

reminded me it was contrary to human nghts legislation to terminate an employee just 

because of a disability. Besides, she had never considered it a problem so what was 

Fabian's hidden agenda? 

Toward the end of April 1 received a letter written to the management of the 

hospitaï. Mr. Lathrop gave it to Fabian who in turn passed it onto me. Hindsight tells 

me it must have gded Fabian to do so. It was a letter h m  Dr. K e ~ e t h  S a n d ,  a 



professor ai Andrews University in Michigan. He appreciated the excellent care he had 

received foliowing a h a k  accident, which resulted in his hospitalization. He went on to 

Another aspect of your care program that I especiulb want to comment in this 
leiid r Ls your Pt.~sîorui Cure Department. Chupla in Virg inia Lynn - UXre visited me 
several tintes and had prayer for me and rhis was most helpful and encouruging. 

As an ordained clergyman myself. who in my p a d  rninistry unà as a Serninury 
professor have mode numerou hospital calls on the si& I am deeply appreciative of 
this phase of your healing program if Chuplain Lynn-White is typical of your entire 
Pastoral Care program-and I assiune she is-1 must rate that program as absolutely 
superb. 

Suddenly the hearing impairment was no longer a pressing issue, but several 

other elements began to darken the horizon. First of d l ,  my credentials as a licensed 

minister with the Feilowship of Christian Assemblies were no longer good enough. 1 

had to be ordained. Wonhy of note-in my contract, the words "accredited minister" 

were used. I had horizontally uansferred my credentials to this organization afrer the 

Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada had seen fit to remove my name from their list. Each 

faith feiiowship has its own parameten for ministers and F.C.A. did not ordain men or 

women who were not actively employed in parish rninistry. Hey, did 1 care about not 

having the title of Reverend? Not too much! In actuality my new minister license gave 

me more privileges than my former group. 1 was r e c o e e d  by the Alberta government 

to marry. 

My pastor. the late Rev. Elrner Whittaker, thought the idea of me not k i n g  seen 

as "accredited" because I lacked official ordination was simply ridiculous. He wrote 

Fabian confirming my standing with the church. The letter was dated May 27,1997. 

This letter is to confm that Virginia Lynn-White is a member of Living Stones 



Church and has been licensed with the Fellowship of Christian Assemblies. 
We have no hesitation in suppoaing her as Chuplain ut the Red Deer Regional 

Hospital. if you have any questions regarding her licensing, please don't hesitate to 
call. 

The next issue was my further education. 1 was working on finishing my 

B.Theology degree. 1 was w q p i n g  up a course cded  Expository Preaching. The 

pressure increased overnight to finish it IMMEDIATELY. In the midst of mounting 

anxiety 1 stepped up my studies. 

Further to that, more intensity was brought to bear by the insistence of rny 

completion on an advanced level of clinical pastoral education. One of the cornponents 

of my contract read as foilows: 

In addition, admission by the Accreditution and Certiification Cornittee of the 
Canadian Association for Pastoral Practice and Education tu advanced training 
to wards Specialization or its equivalent (Minimum 2 C. P. E. units) is required. Full 
certification as a "Specialist in Institutional Ministry " is p referred, and candidates 
without such cempcation m u t  be prepared tu pursue completion within five years of 
dote of hire. 

1 was only 7 months into the position and had already contacted Rev. Dr. Martha 

Rutten-Wallis who agreed to be my consultant when I took my 3rd unit of C.P.E. at the 

Tampa Generai Hospital. Rev. Dan McRight had written to assure me he would 

supervise me in the spring of 1998. Everythg was set, but Fabian insisted 1 take the 

unit in the summer of '97. 1 felt uncornfortable about k ing  away during the summer of 

'97 when my fmt grandbaby was about to make an appearance. Besides, I had 5 years 

(ie 200 1) to obtain my standing as a speciaiist. 

One by one 1 endeavoured to meet the hurdles, but the tension escalated. There 

were no written (or verbal, for that rnatter that had corne to anyone's attention) 



complaints. Fabian had never "shadowed" me during pastoral care. Nevertheless. the 

stress quota grew daily. Many of my diary entries in June are simply "STRESSED 

OUT" page after page. 

Earlier in the year Fabian had asked me to cover for hirn the entire month of his 

summer vacation. It seemed incongruent he would want me to hilfill those 

responsibilities when obviously he believed rny work was infenor. One day 1 asked hirn 

to clarifj his position by the end of June. 

And on June 26, he did exactly that. At a luncheon meeting with fellow 

chaplains, he asked if he could meet me at 3 p.m. With sawy and clarity (and a to&h of 

boldness!) I asked if he could corne to my office, my cornfort zone. 

Precisely at the appointed tirne he anived. 1 was handed an envelope, business- 

sized, regular, white. 1 laid it down on my desk, unopened and lllowed hirn to continue 

"chit chaning" which masqueraded as conversation. My hem expenenced a chi11 as he 

succinctly delivered his message, "1 am tenninating you". 1 had just watched the movie, 

"Jerry Maguire" and managed to Say quite "Show me the breach, please". In other 

words, what have 1 done wrong? 

Somewhere dong the line he had decided my caring was not compatible with the 

Red Deer Hospital's approach to pastoral care. With a sweep of his hand, he informed 

me 1 had a week to clean out rny office. My world, as 1 had envisioned it, lay at my feet, 

shattered. 

1 sat looking out the window, composing myself for what lay ahead. 1 was 

granted the grace to write a note to the president of Red D e r  Coilege, Dr. Dan Cornish, 



who at that moment was dying of a rare kidney ailment. Word spread quickly, and 

within 30 minutes 3 management nurses were in my office offering support and solace. 

Reaction from the staff was quick and angry. Confused by what appeared to be a 

mindless act, the staffbecame very resentful of the pastoral care department in general. 1 

requested an exit intentiew with Mr. Lathrop the day after Fabian had scheduled his fmal 

talk with me. My level of trust had been totally destroyed so in order to protect myself, 1 

asked a member of the Employee Assistance Plan to sit in on the interview with Fabian. 

1 had wrinen down the concems 1 wanted to raise, and over the 30 minutes 

ailotted to me, most of thern were mentioned. 

1 have in my possession Ietten of support wntten within days of my termination. 

Two of these are copies, which were originally addressed to Fabian. Excerpts from one 

wntten by a staff nurse, Annamarie. are as follows: 

nie  lust two years is filied with many examples of Virginia's sincere caring 
philosophy. I remember her arriva1 lute into the night when I called her for advice 
about a young mother dying of long cancer. Virginia dropped everyrhing and came to 
be with that woman and her f~rnily. I remember so m n y  patients and their fomilies 
requesting Virginia to ornate  at fwierals and even a wedding some tirne afier she had 
supported a womun while she wutched her f is t  husband of more than 30 years die of 
pancrearic cancer. 

Virginia has displayed great discretion and tact with patients and families who 
wish that no pastoral care services be shared or simply wish to have own chaplains in 
for suppon. 1 have had the pn'vilege of meeting people who have attended one of 
Virginia 's many lectures out in the region and who have been so s~ruck by her wisdom, 
humor and love that they have asked to meet her and have her viîir their loved ones. 

I am shocked and deeply opposed to not only her dimissal but the manner in 
which this action was taken. I find it painficly obviouî that Red Deer Regional 
Hospital's philosophy of caring and theology of pructice m u t  no? extend to those who 
have given a huge piece of themelves to the service of muking this facility a better 
place. For the first tirne Ifmd myselfashamed to be associated with a facility that would 
find it necessary for whatever reason, to treat someone with Virginia's integriry and 
passion with such disregard Her loss will be deeply felt by the staff and patients who 
have grown to love and depend on her. 



Dr. Michael Thain was the physician liaison for the palliative care tearn. He 

wrote Fabian after a "statement" was read to the staff, which supposedly answered aii the 

Wrely questions. He kindly sent me a copy, of which the foliowing are a few comrnents: 

ï71l.s "stnteement" rias calired me seme problems. In it roll dc no? rea!!; &a! wW 
the rnatter raised in the letter received by Virginia. In the "statement " you mention first 
her hearing. M e n  I heard of this concern I was completely taken by surprise. I had 
never once realized that this was a problem for her. You stated that she could 'yake it". 
I would rather Say she compensates remarkably well. n ie  majority of people that I 
asked about this were also unaware of this being a problem and a lot of those who did 
kiow only h e w  because she huà told them. I have certainly no; had any families 
express any concern that she has not wtderstood them and certainly I have never felt in 
any of the senings in which I have had dealings with her thut she attempts to "dominate" 
the conversation as a way of covering up her problem. 

The matter of ordination appears to be an issue t h t  also should be resolvable. 
If her present faith group licenses her but dues not ordain her because she is not in a 
parish, it wouid seem to me thut it is a question of semantics thut should be able to be 
resolved. In t e m  of her pushing her particular values on people, l just do not think 
that this is true. She wm alwnys very concemed that a patient's own pastor be involved 
and 1 know ofren communicated with them. 

Myfina! concem is t h r  I would have hoped that these apparent problems and 
concem could be resolved better i ~ z  a Pastoral Care Department. This situation sounds 
like one t h t  might arke in a cunhroat ofice where the bonom fine was profit, not 
people. I can 't help feeling that there is something eke behind al1 this about which none 
of us, including Virginia. know. Ipray that this is not the case. 

In the weeks that followed June 26 it was difficult not to allow anger at the 

injustice permeate everything 1 did. 1 made an appointment with an attorney, not for the 

purpose of Litigation, but rather to get an informed opinion of someone who was not 

emotionally involved with the situation. 1 brought ali the Ietters and documents, which 

were relevant and in a few days ~ceived a response. Her lerter was 3 pages long, much 

of it explaining the legal aspects of an ernployee on probation. The law ailows 

temination of such an ernployee without an expianation. 



Of interest is her view of the situation. 

Based on what you have told me. and the documents provided to me, Rev.Fabian 
Marshall hus done nothing legally wrong. However. there is an over-riding sense that 
there is something ethically or morally wrong with the handling of your employment and 
termination. It appears that Rev. Marshall was neither supportive nor helpful. His 
comments in his June 9, 1997 letter that he offers his continued support and willingness 
ii, iirlp, ~ppears io iuve k e n  a hoilow sratement. Tnis is panicuiariy shocking to 
recognize from a member of the ministry, whose very work is based on helping others. 
wo rking th rough dificult circmtances and p roviding comfon a d  security. 

It is interesting thot you perceived a change in attitude from Rev. Marshall ufler 
his return from his injury. I too would persomlly question whether he felt threatened of 
diminished himself by your apparent success in fitting in to the hospital environment and 
positive relationship developed with staff and patients alike. 

I believe that strong support which you have received from the rest of the staff 
and the iack of complaints from any patients or families should provide you with some 
comfort that you were meeting the needs of those a r o d  you, and that your presence 
will be missed. The efforts of the staff t o m  some other way to have you employed in 
the hospital setting certainly indicates their cornmimient to how your style of ministry 
was highly compatible with their needr and the needs of the patients. 

In time, of course, 1 began to see clearly that what had happened, no matter the 

hidden issues, was a case of injdstice. It became evident 1 needed to have some kind of 

closure with the staff who were grieving and in need of sorne kind of pastoral care 

themselves. We decided to have a dimer party at Monsieur Wong's in the center of Red 

Deer. Over egg roUs and fried nce 1 tried to explain my own feelings. As professionals 

we needed to think long and hard about our roles as advocates when someone is being 

disempowered by another position. What could we leam from this scenario that would 

help us grow? 1 encouraged hem not to let this disappointment terminaily affect their 

attitude towards the pastoral care department. One man does not comprise an entire 

ministry . 

The serves were getting anxious to close the restaurant, but rnany of us lingered 



over numerous refills of coffee. As we were sajing our goodbyes, one tearfùl nune told 

me maybe 1 could let burned-out caregiven corne and rest at my home in order to help 

h e m  recover. I hugged that smali comment to my heart as 1 began the 30 km. drive back 

home. Admittedly 1 was a menace as 1 steered the Satum over Highway HA, tears 

trickling splashing down. By the time 1 reached the "SN curve of Birchcliff Road, 1 too 

had tumed a corner. The healing process had begun. 

In September I wrote an article that 1 hoped would be published. The editor 

decimated it saying he wanted more paragraphs on the "happy ending". Well, 1 had no 

idea at that tirne how happy the ending would be! Nevertheless, 1 am including it here 

because it gives a window on another aspect facing those who happen to find thernselves 

in the bin labeled "unemployed". 

UP FROM THE ASHES OF A FIRING 

Maybe its called a firing because of the intenseness of the hot flush one feels 
immediately afer the news cornes dom.  Hey, that is a gender-neutral feeling! Perhups 
its because in on instant one sees the oshes of a bright ficture suddenly appear in a 
mental image. Maybe its the rush of rage that accompanies the realization an injustice 
h m  just happened, and ir has been us ut the receiving end. 

My prirnary career was nursing, enhanced with specialty training in rnidwifeq. 
Mentally Ijlipped back to a former era when I was in labor the first time. BREATHE. 
Oh yes, I had forgotten how impomnt that was. Breathe in. Breathe out. I coached 
rnyselfto let the indrawn breath go. "Keep taking in orygen. " I thought tu myself: "One 
does not expire if there's enough oxygen around." 

Ihe fist reality check came when I remernbered I had bouglit a pair of great 
walking shoes 2 weeks ago. Seemed like such a prime idea then. Nor so now. Should 
huve saved the money. Then another realization. I had jusr plunked down my VISA tu 
pay for a winter-caused "boo-boo" on my car. The $975 was due soon. Could I have 
not bom the ugliness of a bumper-bash just a bit longer? Apparently not. 

A vise suddenly attached itseif to my heurt. 

A moment later I recalled I still haù 4 cans of tuna lefi on my shelfplus a bunch 



of pasta and lots of tomato sauce. I could go on a diet of brown bread and cheese. 
Cheap but nourishing. 

The vise thing kept on squeezing. 

There is a peculiar hwniliation about being terminated. It is as though sorneone 
had driven a spike through the frontal area of my skull, und lefi me ùungling, a spectacle 
for al! the i ~ ~ r l d  to gape a; jnd &a-. I iitougiiî iii die. Xaiuruiiy I did not. insteaà I 
went into mourning. Al1 the dreams offinancial stability, the opportunity to set the gold 
standard for chplaincy on the palliative unit were lost. I released them all, one by one. 

A week later 1 had my exit interview. To prevent any possibility of 
rnisinterpretation of words, i asked another employee ta be with me. The dialogue went 
as I had anricipated, and 2 left feeling disconnected and hurt. 

As I lefr the hospital that day, a yowg woman was smoking just outside the 
entrance. A sign proclaim that kind of behavior is not to take place there. It irritated 
me beyond degree that she was wearing a dress similar to one hanging in my closet 
AND being so blatantly disrespecrful of the hospital's guidelines. She stubbed her hav- 
jbiished cigarette on the sidewalk and started towards the door, deliberately bypassing a 
receptacle speciolly made for moldering butts. 

Tuming toward her, I said pleasantly, but without a srnile. "There is a receptacle 
for cigarette butts," pointing to it. The remark wac met with a bearish glare, but I 
walked ahead and ignored ir. I was about 2 meters away when I heard her spit out 

"Sut face!" ( I  have selfcensored the remark because I know this is a spiritual 
magazine). I continued walking, and laughed to myself: I had heard her pefectly, and 
somehow, the exchange made me feel. ..festy. 

nte stress triggered by the loss evidenced itself in physical symptoms. M y  lefr 
leg became painfi! and wobbly. I limped, no matter how slowiy or carefully I tried to 
hide it. 1 suddenly encounte red the "triple S syndrome "--di&ulty in speaking, sleeping 
and swallowing. 

During the week. following "T Day", I was good to myself. Tout massages 
became pan of a regular routine, as well as weight training. I are sparingly, but in a 
healthy fashion and dropped 7 pounds quickly. ? lit candles as soon as dusk fell, and 
sought solace with close fie& who cried with me. 

I made the initial trip to the regional Employment Insurance ofice. Roseanne 
the counselor was helpful, in her own way. I noticed at once her suede fuchsia shoes 
und wondered what kind of a salary grid she waî on. Al1 the questions. Al2 my vague 
answers. 

"Whcit k h i  of employment will you be seeking?" Roseunne kindly interpreted 



that as "What do you do?" 

"I'm a chaplain. I mean I was a chaplain. It 's like ... a pastor to people who are 
dying and their families." 

A long drawn out "Oh-h-h" was the responre. Then a big silence. I could 
imagine her thoughts chasing each other. 

"W-e-1-1, what would you LIKE to do?" 

"But, you don't understami, I loved my job. If was...a calling. " Intuirively I know 
I have chosen the wrong word. 

n2is is a public place. I feel like everyone is aware of rny confurion. Is my face 
crimson with embarrasment? 

She replied soflly, '"ere aren't too m n y  openings for that kind of thing. What 
else c m  you do?' 

A very Iong pause ensued. I had retired from nursing 2 IR years previously, 
and with no acrive reg istration. I couldn 't get a job in a hospital. Besides, 1 didn 't want 
tu be a nurse anymore! 

"Surely you can do something ekke", her voice intruded my musing. 

Brightening up I replied, "Oh yes, I give seminars on stress management, tirne 
utilization, bereuvernent preparation, grief recovery-things like that '1 

Roseanne fro wned. "Hmmmmmmmmm --?hot's considered self-employment, and 
we really don't count thnt. " 

Suddenly I felt anemic. ProbabZy looked it too. "Lord, whatever is going to 
become of me?" 

The most bitter day came 4 weekr luter when a letter arrived stating I did not 
quality for E.? benefits. 1 was 57 hours shon of the required time. This was a nasty 
revelation. I had paid E.1 premiums for years, then took off 2 years to firther my 
education. In thut time frame, the govenunent changed the mies. An absence of 2 years 
meant a person was considered a new&ung worker and h d  to work a certain nwnber 
of hours before quulijjing for benefits. A great sense of betrayal on the part of the Feds 
swept over me. In my most cyiical moments, I wondered it the director of the 
department who engineered rny temination had known this fart and deliberately timed 
my exit to inflct a second sorrow. Of course, 1'12 never how for sure. 



One l e a m  new things in a tirne of squeeze. Tu be sure, they comprise olù bits of 
knowledge, but now, stmingly, they are RELEVANT. 

1. Life c m  be wifuir. A person con workYlive like the Virgin Mary or St. 
Francis and if someone higher up hm unresolved h u e s  within themsel ves, the orher 
person is toast, knput, fnrished--chouse your t e m  

-. 7 F ~ r ô i i v ~ ~ e s ~  fi rui important factor in nûir.?aifiizg iztegliq m i  
growrh. The process needr Divine assistance, but it is possible. 

3. Creativiiy is birthed in the crucible of aùversity. Our of my 
brokenness, my retrent center for people with broken hearts was estubblished. I have a 
few credentials for operaring such a place, which I did not eam at college. 

And now, on this side of my pain. I understand why God allowed such o 
catastrophic event to happen. I would have never rnoved on from my cherished job. My 
rninistry continues. It just happenr to have a dtferent venue. 

At this stage of a painting texturing is ofien worked into the portrait. This calls 

for the painter to employ a tiny &op of a syniplike copal medium to thicken the paint. 

When it is applied over the previous work, it stands out from the picture's surface. Fine 

details can be observed and appreciated that othenvise could be lost. What better way to 

descnbe the loss of my position, but not the loss of my passion? 



CHAPTERT\;iYELVE 

GLAZING: REASSESSMENT OF GIFT MIX 

The ache of the job loss was ameliorated on August 2 by the birth of my fmt 

grandchild, Jaxon Jesse. This infant's birth, over whom 1 had spent countless hours in 

pn-na*d w o q ,  wa-; to becorne a d r f ~ n g  moment. h k i n g  at his dariing counrenance 

(isn't that what al1 grandmothen say?) reinforced the belief rny family was the most 

important motivating factor to live long and well. 

Ten months later 1 was present at the binh of MacKenzie Surnmer. grandbaby 

number two. (Would you care to see a picture of her?). 1 heard my son Rael welcome 

her into Our family when she was barely 3 seconds old. Instantly, 1 was overcome with a 

feeling of sorrow. Jesse was not present at any of Our sons' births, and suddenly 1 ached 

for how much he had missed. Inwardly 1 wailed at how much our sons had missed and 

again. I was struck at how much I had missed by his absence. 

Autumn's glorious days were nectar to my sou1 as the edges of my hem 

"granulated in". 1 spent considerable time reflecting on the questions "What in my life is 

calling me?" and "Why pretend it is not there?" 1 knew 1 had to pick up the pieces of 

shattered drearns and rnove on. My passion was ministenng to people who in some way 

had k e n  broken in some measure by circumstances in life. 

Sweying my premises with an eye to running a retreat for broken-hearted 

people was an enlivening exercise. Obviously the band of Providence had played an 

impressive part in the design Douglas and 1 f m d y  agreed upon. No stmcniral change 

whatsoever had to be made. The lof? upstairs with the bedroom, private bath and tiny 

sauna were absolutely perfect for guests who needed peace, privacy and quietude. 



Once 1 made the decision to leap into entrepreneurship, many decisions had to be 

made. Primariiy 1 had to obtain permission from the council goveming the summer 

village in which 1 lived in order to run a business. The bylaws state, "no commercial 

enterprise is to be set up within the boundkes of the village". Once my letter of 

application was sent, a 3 month delay ensued as the officers poiied my nearest 

neighboun to see if any objections were raised. None were forthcoming. 

The next step was to register the name. My adoptive father had designated the 

narne AL-VI-NOR years k f 0 ~  when the property had k e n  purchased. It was a 

compilation of our 3 names, Aiice, Virginia, Norman. 1 could think of no other name 

that would be so meaningful, and so it was duly registered with the govemrnent as that. 

In October 1 was bold enough to retum to the E.I. ofTice and ask to see one of the 

managers. 1 needed to be sure there was no other appeai process 1 could pursue 

regarding the disallowrnent of benefits. Diane was wonderfully encouraging as she told 

me about a program for people wishing to begin a business of their own. 1 didn't really 

qualib, but the rules were about to change again, so perhaps 1 had a chance. She gave 

me permission to "drop her narne" with the peaon in charge of this pdcular program, 

and within a week a phone cdi from her assured me I was accepted. 1 started classes a 

few weeks later and emerged with confidence and c~ativity ready to commence my new 

venture. 

1 was encouraged to compose a "Mission Statement" which would succinctly teil 

the world what AL-VI-NOR hoped to accomplish. It reads as folIows: 

AL-MNOR will provide an ahnosphere of peace, whkh wül facililaie guests 
to begin their own journey of self-healing, fil& mvare of the essential aspect of their 



spidmiity. 

1 reflected on some pretty basic "intemal quality" questions. For exarnple, 

"What could 1 DO?,  "What could 1 NOT do?" and "What did 1 NEED to do?" 

I decided 1 could go ahead with plans for my third unit of Clinical Pastoral 

Education and apply for advanced standing. Along with this 1 applied to St. Stephen's 

for the M.T.S. program. Suddenly a Masters degree held much more allure than a 

Bachelon! 1 had the capacity and gifüng to welcome those whose lives had endured a 

rude interruption. Facilitating "soul work" seemed like a naturd pan of my penonaiity. 

Embracing reality helped me acknowledge 1 was not a gourmet cook. In fact, I 

could have k e n  the CO-author of the "1 Hate to Cook" cookbook!! Fominately for 

everyone, people in crisis want food that cornforts. and please, forget the mango soufflé. 

1 could not accommodate several guests at once because of the space restrictions, 

but that redly is not a problem. 1 cannot help (as part of my professional accountability) 

anyone with suicidai tendencies or those with abundant pathologicai diseases. which 

need frequent medicai monitoring. With a sober sigh 1 admit that I'm "developrnentally 

arrested" when it cornes to mathematics. That is a big "OOPS" in the life of a business- 

person! 

As 1 moved dong the path of healing, 1 knew there was another thing I needed to 

fdsh.  Forgiving Fabian. as well as my former colleagues for a lamentable lack of 

pastoral presence when I was most in need, was proving to be a process the like 1 had 

never forged through before. It took several months of prayer and soul searching before I 

had the courage to go to the offices of the director of pastoral care in the hospitai as well 



as my former presbyter who had with such avoidance acted as though I had been 

afflicted with Hanson's Disease once the news of my credentials stripping was evident. 1 

wanted to tell both of them 1 forgave them for what had happened. 

Perhaps 1 should have left well enough aione. Neither of them were very 

gracious when 1 opened my heart and explained the reason for the appointment. 

Between them they lobbied the following (d ixrelevant in my opinion!) 

questions/statements at me: 

Are your children serving the Lord? 
Do you have anything in your hean against me? (Asked twice!) . 
I hope you didn 't take it personally! 
A21 that kind of stuff cornes down from the district oflce (an 

unwholesome attempt to shift blame to someone higher up). 
Well, 2 guess ifthis has been bothering you, its best if you reconcile it. 
We are al1 Ni recovery, you h o w .  

Tears threatened to leave their place of abode as 1 explained how 1 envisioned 

forgiveness. It does not restore innocence. However, it does restore a rneasure of 

integity to a wounded relationship. 1 shwk hands with each of them, and blessed their 

ministry as 1 left. 

1 got in the car with the distinct feeling neither of them "got it". I drove away 

and muttered to myself, "Beauty is only skin deep, but STUPID goes al1 the way 

through." I'U admit that was redundant and irreverent to boot, but it Lightened the 

moment. 

More dian anythtng, 1 longed to hear them acknowledge my pain, and Say 

something like 'Thank you for having the courage to corne here. What can we both 

leam fiom this?" 



Lynn Johnson, creator of the wildly popular comic strip, "For Bener or Worse" 

once wrote, "An apology is the best glue. It can fuc aimost anything." Anythuig that 

resembled an apology would have k e n  a welcome relief. It did not happa. 

Very few alterations to rny home were needed. A sacred place was created in the 

upstairs gathering room. A gorgeous stained glass window, designed and executed by a 

sister-in-law, was instailed in one of the French doos, which lead out on a baicony 

overlooking the front yard. I scouted antique/specialty shops for suitable fuminire to 

complete the ecumenical chapel. A srnall hand-crafied pew from an abandoned church 

in Quebec combined with a long unused prayer bench from southem Alberta finished the 

area in grand style. 

The loft, the chapel. the tiny sauna, scrumptious guest bedroom-it was 

prcnounced PERFECT. My family gathered with a few close fnends and my rninister 

for the purpose of celebrating this new venture and sanctibng the entire venue. It was a 

hailowed time. 

Just before I left for my third unit of C.P.E. at the Tampa General Hospital, 1 had 

my fmt "test run" with a guest. 1 flew down to Ronda with wings in my heart because 

the encounter with this needy woman affmed to me I COULD DO THIS!! 

1 worked very hard to achieve advanced standing the next 3 months, but not 

before having one most unpleasant encounter with a gentleman who was called in to 

"advise" each of the participants in my group. He was not the regular supervisor or even 

my assigned consultant. I was interviewed, and on the bais of some written work sent 

to him previously, he proceeded to harass me on a number of issues. His tone and 



manner were so derogatory 1 left feeling totally forlorn. 1 walked out of his office, but 

my heart needed a wheelchair. 

I came home the end of May, and within 2 days had a client begin a month long 

stay. 

My assumptions, which huddle on the periphery, include one that assumes 

everyone has the answer to their current cnsis within thernselves. Just because a person 

cannot "see" it, does not invalidate that principle. My task as a pastoral person is to 

facilitate an empowerment of hope. 

The pest-clients who corne to rny door often feel a few Nrns south of hopeless. 

Possibly even just two miles West of crazy. 1 quickly understood the task ofien at hand 

was not '?O fm". The best 1 can offer is to waik a short way with them through their 

pain. I believe it was a wise decision not to advertise widely. Because I am alone most 

of the time due to Kenneth's current work scheduie, 1 take referrals ody, or those who 

have heard about the retreat by means of a fnend. 

Many of the women who grace my retreat are angry. A multitude of reasons 

present themeIves as they begin to share their stones. When 1 sense an aura of 

authenticity (teliing the tmth even if it causes shame to nse), I feel the pathway to 

healing has begun. Anger is one emotion women have a difficult time wrestling to the 

ground. One assumption I had to lay to rest (not before a protracted thrashing!) Was that 

anger is counter productive- a sin, no doubt. This belief shackled my own spiritual 

expansiveness and ability to be helpful untilI redized with a thump that assumption was 

a LIE. 1 took an intentional review of my own reaction to the person who terminated 



(such a ghastly term!) me without a reason that was valid to anyone except the fellow 

who lived inside his head. I caiied the feeling what it was, named the pain-- 

HOT ANGER. Part of the energy to rebuiid my shattered ego came fkom that emotion. 

In the end. it was used as a healing tool. 

1 have learned to go beyond my boundaries (BOLDLY) by incorporating linugy 

and ceremony, which are ordered by the needs of those who seek refuge at AL-VI-NOR. 

Not long ago 1 had a client from Ontario stay with me for a week. This woman was 

mouming a multitude of long-standing losses. Abandonment, abuse, financial 

irnpoverishrnent, betrayal-you name it, this woman had been there, suffered that. 

Together we devised a ceremony, which would (hopefully) serve as a bridge to new 

hopes and life. She listed ail her losses in black ink. Can you believe she filled 5 

pages?!! On other sheets of papa in gold ink she wrote the things she wanted to reclaim 

(3 pages this tirne 'round). We discussed the biblicai principle of "jubilee" as found in 

Leviticus 25 and 26. Other passages in the bible on restoration i.e. to recover or get back 

were studied. We bought a bottie of red wine (to signify the blood of Christ). On Our 

last evening together, a cozy fire blaUng in the background, we lit a candle with 3 wicks, 

invoking ail of heaven to be present-in particular, the Trinity. 

After a prayer of anticipation, she began to cut the pages with the losses and drop 

them into my best crystal bowl. That done we poured the wine over them and stated that 

those losses were now covered by the redemptive power of the blood of Jesus. She 

waved the pages with the items for reclamation and said, "In faith 1 take back ai l  my 

losses. The years that the cankerworxn has eaten will be given back to me." 



We poured the rest of the wine into exquisite glasses and toasted the future. 

Then we... LAUGHED! Wondemil. belly-tickling spasrns of joy. It was a divine 

moment. The next day she flew back to Toronto, said a resounding "YES" to a man 

who asked her to marry him 20 vears ago and hasn't lwked back since. She has phoned 

several times since then and her voice has taken on the lightness of release and joy. 

An article 1 read a number of years ago (1 apologize to the author whose name 1 

have forgotten) drew attention to the number of times-187-the concept of "suanger" 

was used in the Bible. Reading that information had a profound effect on me. I see the 

idea of king a stranger as a metaphor. God laid down some pretty rigid guidelines for 

the children of Israel to follow in their interfacing with strangea. Strangers were to be 

treated with respect, bed and boarded when the occasion called for it. Many of my 

guests are strangen to me as 1 have never met them before. 1 have to provide an 

atrnosphere of trust as they scniggle with personai dilemmas. According to Scripture, 1 

have a responsibility like no other. 

Ah-h-h-h. from midwife to the laboring to rnidwife to the dying and now, a birth 

coach for the crisis-stricken. 1 have indeed corne a long way. 

The fmal step in finishing a painting is a process termed "glazing". A subtle 

dark glaze of naturai min  when applied will emphasize and uni@ shadows. Shadows 

enhanced by this process will in time deepen and enrich thernselves. I see a p d e l  in 

my own lifescape. 



CHAPTERrnRTEEN 

THE FRAME: SUMMATION AND PERSPECTIVE 

1 suppose that so someone who chose to give my Life a cursov examination could 

comment that it has been one many adventure afier another-and when the laughter died 

away, wno couid iauit hem? 

Winston Churchill once said, ' n i e  longer you look back, the farther you can look 

farther." The world thanks him for this nugget of wisdom. This integrative study has 

k e n  a pmcess of looking back. Reading hundRds of pages of diaries. joumals and 

letten precipitated long lost memones with al1 the anendant emotionai packaging. I was 

surprised at some of the elements 1 have taken for granted. It was a pleasure to 

reacquaint myself with the antics of my youngsters as fatigue in those early years of 

childrearing has erased much of my recall of that era. Reviewing the pain of my losses 

brought unexpected distress and moments of sheer dread. 

The painting of my life, meticulously designed and implemented by the Divine 

master painter, has k e n  graphically enhanced by many events as well as rny response to 

them. Basically 1 remain the young wornan holding in her heart, love and more to share, 

energized by dreams within her potential grasp. The tendency to harbour a naive 

worldview has been replaced with clear-headed thinking finged with a touch of bras 

Clinical Pastoral Education helped me move past self-imposed limitations 

nourished and adomed by m y  king  a woman, a nurse and a clergywife. 1 c m o t  escape 

the existentid angst (is that not a delightfûl terni?!) which cornes from k ing  spread- 

eagled between the c o d o n  of the past and the newness of tlie hiture. I have learned to 

claim my own authority without k ing  slathered into guilt by backtracking and second- 



guessing my intuitive self. 

Dealing with people in crisis situations within an institutional milieu taught me to 

ask, ''Whose event/issue is this? Mine or theirs?" This in-service education has proved 

beneficial in many situations. For exarnple, if I keep asking any one of my sons 

(HINTING, perhaps) about the church he is attending, even though 1 suspected he was 

not doing so, whose needs are k ing  serviced? Probably mine. In an evangelical 

subculture, one is considered a "good parent" if one's adult children attend church, as in 

"Ya foliowed all de rules!" This type of p ~ ~ ~ r i n g  engenden guilt in some parents, and 

naturally inspires pride in the hem of othen whose children haven't broken rank with the 

fold, yet. 

1 have corne a L-O-N-G way reader. No longer do 1 buy into that particular 

philosophy. 1 have faith in my children (geneticdy-tied as well as step) that their hearts 

and lives will be guided by the Holy Spirit. 

When it was my privilege to work as a pastoral personage in a hospital sening 1 

found it helpful to view my chaplaincy as a way of drawing science and spirituality 

together. Both those entities are on opposite sides of a chasm. The chaplain stands in the 

middle, on a bridge so to speak, and endeavours to draw them together in a meaningful 

way. The path is strewn with failures, victories and a whole lot of laughter mixed with a 

bounty of tears. 

Out of necessity 1 have revisited my own persona1 perceptions of Virginia. Old 

thought pattemhabits die slowly and give out agonizing groans as they expire!! New 

freedom to express opinions assertively in an arena where fresh thinking is sometimes 



viewed with paranoia is now f d y  in my cache. 

The nuances in the landscape of my Me lend a sense of the ridiculous when 

viewed from any perspective. Who else in my acquaintanceship has 3 of her own "home 

bom" sons, 9 stepchildren, plus 10 grandchildren in a conglomeraiion of genetic and 

step? 1 cannot name another woman who has seen London, England 3 times, each 

occasion accompanied by a different husband! 1 remember a quote that was anributed to 

Goethe which states," We are shaped by those we love". 1 rest my case. 

1 continue to wrestle with and modiQ my beliefs about suffering. Somebody 

famous said, 'That which does not destroy me, strengthens me". Ernest Hemingway put 

it another way. 'The world breaks everybody, but some people become strong at the 

broken places." I have used that quote in my seminars (it is on a transparency!) since 

1980. 

My pastoral identity often cornes up for review. I have a deep conviction 1 am 

"calleci" to rural Alberta at ihis time. The "Messiah complex" which had residency in 

my life for so long has suffered a monal blow. I cannot "fm" everything for anybody 

now and the tmth is, 1 never could in the past either. 1 have to allow, even encourage 

folks to pick up the consequences of unwise decisions or judgment calls. No one "futes' 

anything for me. As a result, 1 am wiser, stronger and own plenty of resilience. h k i n g  

back 1 cm see 1 was "ahead of my time" when 1 planned and taught stress management. 

then bereavement preparation and recovery and now running this private retreat. 

When 1 am in the throes of a cumnt black spot, I am blessed with strong 

reminders of G d ' s  faithfulness. The secure knowledge of a "calling" allows me the 



liberty of self-affinnation. Nanirally, it is a lovely thing if others occasionaily do that, 

but the lack thereof does not constitute an imparable crisis of psyche. 

The passage in Isaiah 42, verse 3 (echoed in Matthew 12. verse 20) "A bmised 

reed shall not be broken ..." speaks to me. The prophet saw the Messiah as one who 

could address the issues without cmshing the spirit of those contrite and broken. Christ 

emphasized the spiritual aspects of the Kingdom without engaging in public haranguing 

or unsavoiy politicking. This seerns, in an oblique fashion, to describe my desired 

pastoral identity and presence. 

Coupled with a personai adaptation of Christ's declaration in Isaiah 61, verse 1 

"...the LORD has sent me to bind up the broken-hearted ..." these 2 sentiments become a 

comfonable fit for explaining my pastoral identitylspiritual care giving mode. 

1 am often rerninded of Proverbs 13, verse 12 "Hope defemd makes the hem 

sick, but when the desire cornes, it is a tree of life" when 1 counsel people who are fned 

by circumstances and exasperated by life. 

Does a "bmised binder of hearts" sound eloquent? Not redly. What about a 

"kindler of hope?" Not much better, but one of them will have to suffice. I can offer 

traumatized people the gift of hope. My resilience speaks to the fact there is life after 

cnishing disappointment and loss. 1 want more than anythmg else for my pastorai 

presence to be hopeful. If 1 can facilitate individuals to undentand there is a difference 

between knowing the reason for their h e s s h r o k e ~ e s s  and the meaning of the 

experience. 1 wili have fülfded some of my pastoral/spintual care mandate, no matter 

what appellation I decide to c d  it. 



Recently 1 heard Anglican Bishop Victoria Manhews relate the story of a piece of 

m o r k  in one of her parish churches in Ontario. The artist (1 regret his name escapes 

me) designed a crucifix with the cross made of rough wood. The body of Christ was 

cleverly made of mirmn. A peson gazing on the work of art see themselves Literally in 

the body of Christ. Most of the time this has a profound effect of the penon. On one 

level 1 can easily visualize myself reflecting the work of Christ in my community. rny 

circle of influence. 1 have a responsibility to be a change-agent wherever, whenever I 

cm. 

The landscape of my own losses gives me a window into many similar situations 

in the lives of othen. Using the imapry of reflection once again. this acts as a mimr of 

s o r t s 4  see a bit of myself in everyone's trial. 

Pastoral capacity has broad connotations for me 1 feel comfortable k i n g  a 

"minister". although 1 feel uncomfonable with the word. Opportunities for rninistry exist 

everywherc. 1 am not constrained to a pulpit. organization or even a bedside. My 

community (in a global sense) is my parish. 1 beiieve my background training and 

experiences (they serve as non-documented credentials!) are valuable tools in this area 

Coupled with a secure inner direction, they give me the impetus I need to fulfill my place 

in the scheme of the Divine, withui the context of the body of Christ. 

How many threads of connectedness do 1 have with my guests? 

Ahh-h. let me count the ways!! 

*abandonment 

*adoption 



*cross-culturai living 

*widowhood 

* blending families, stepchildren 

*dealing with an ex-wife 

*dealhg with the memories of a deceased wife 

*meeting birth mother 

*coping with half-siblings 

*disappointment with church hierarchy 

*termination of ministerial credentials 

*job loss 

*process of forgiveness 

*knowing the sting of divorce within my own family 

"ETCETERA !! 

I have corne to view my job termination as a @fi, fully understanding that the k s t  

gifts in life often are not wrapped in silver and gold, tied with remarkable nbbons. It 

took a catastrophic event to move me out into a place of freedom, which required of me a 

different set of strengths. The situation reinforced my belief 1 was not created to be self- 

sustaining. As a result, 1 can lean into the resources divinely provided for me with a 

sense of peace coupled with cornmitment. 

I have moved dong the pathway of healinglloss recovery in a fashion that is more 

than acceptable. Nevertheless, although 1 have healed, 1 certainly have not lost my 



memory. Not long ago 1 attended a session sponsored by the Parkland Planning 

Commission. The executive ofiicer who presided over the meeting resembled Fabian 

Marshall so much 1 had dificulty absorbing his presentation. 

On occasion as 1 prowl a mal1 or attend to business somewhere, I notice a petite 

young woman with porcelain skin and raven hair who looks hauntingly like rny former 

daughter-in-law. Drawing a deep breath, 1 move quickly so she is not in my tine of 

vision. 1 have closed that door softly. Some people within my circle of love have trouble 

with that posniring. 1 want to live in such a way that reduces the opportunities which 

demand asking forgiveness. 

1 am now in my 6orh year. Each year convinces me that if I persist in viewing 

everything through a lens which divides sharply into black and white categories, severe 

visual headaches wili be precipitated ail the days of my life! Once in a while, sipping on 

a cup of herbal tea to give me steadiness, 1 ask this question to my imermost self, "How 

have 1 become who 1 am on the bais of where 1 have been?" This study attempts to 

answer that in part. 1 suppose the process just confms the concept that the will of God 

is revealed, not found. 

In recent years 1 have released many cornfort zones and ernbraced possibility 

instead. M e  giving, to Say the lem. 1 had to put away plastic srniles that smothered 

intemal stRfe and agonizing quenes regarding God's wili in my iife or worse still, the 

manifestations of Divine love in my situations. I needed to peaonaily wrestle into 

private actuality the conviction that the "God Who 1s The& reaiiy is. In many ways, 

living is like licking honey off a thom. 



1 have corne to believe people are basicaiiy the same in the latter stages of their 

iife as in youth. Elemental penonality traits remain. This comes fiom informal 

observation as weii as 15 yean of genauic nuning. This integrôtive study has assisted 

me in critically observing myself. Does the aforementioned declaration hold tme for me 

at this stage? 1 plan on king  dive for another 3 decades. What areas do I need to fme 

tune? 

The following piece was written shortiy after my second widowhood. It was 

published as one of my weekly "Lynnsight" columns. 

Individuals m k e  a hideous mistake if they tie into the idea that one elusive goal, 
once it has been attained, will bring them everlasting satisfaction and hoppiness. 

Far safer and beneficial is the view rhat life is not a mere destination. The entire 
route is fascinating because of the innumerable side-steps. each bringing with it an 
appropriate quota of ecstasy, disappointment, sorrow and hope. It is a rare good b d y  
who feels (and proves it be previous experience) life's route is glitch-free. Not one of my 
acquaintonces dure boast they possess infallibility in the area of judg emen t calls. 

The very fact life tends to be a bit uneven lends strength to the development of the 
"inner core". Women and men who run with. and leam frorn expenences viewed either 
as negative or positive, generally have a great deal tu offer others. ntey resist the 
temptation to either whine or openly brag over whut has happened to them. 

Robert Schuler has authored a book entitled "Life's Not Fair, But God is Good". 
It is a non-preachy type of treatise. Noone points fingers ami attempts to "lay charges" 
or breathe down thunder and judgment with dreaded pronouncements that seem to begin 
with "you should have" and end with "nexî tirne do it differently ". Al1 such exhonations 
as designed of course to produce a feeling îfguilt dong with a seme of unworthiness. 

Robbie Burns had a shafr of inspiration when he wrote nearly 2 centuries ago, 
"The best Iaid plans of mice and men ofren go "astray ". Meticulous planning, carefil 
erecution (al1 wanned in the oven of prayer ifyou wish) do not combine to guarantee 
perfect consequences. Mind you, those previously ~ m e d  activities help fo lessen the 
regrets and persona2 sorrow which are sure to follow a perceived failure. 

PrLEtine u b i l i ~  to see the future clearly is still a far-off hope for most of us. In 



the meantirne, frequent reality-checks will keep us as close to the poth as possible. 

Sure there are questions when things don 't work out as planned. Lots of them- 
and a good nwnber of them are unanswerable. A person is in trouble if the basis for 
rebuilding their life completely dependr on totally wuierstanàing all the negative 
circumstunces or events in their life. 

I am acutely aware that blending families is ener_wexpendino. time-consurnin~ 

and occasionall y, fmanciallydepleting. The operative words. if the whole exercise is to 

become successful, are 'Vlexible overcornpensation". 

Every family has iü own style of cornrnunicating secrets. which lie undetected 

@y a newcomer) in darkened closets. Those areas are never vennired into, even by an 

ardent conversationalist. 

Value systems possess great variances, and often an accidental breach of some 

unknown code can spawn h u n  and anger. It takes more than 3.5 years to discover the 

recesses of a newly attached family group. Foiks whose lives have been singularly linear 

can never quite "go there". 

I have taken the "long view" of life. Cumulatively, 1 have lost nothing. No 

relationship, no position, no grief has been for naught. As 1 have assimilated the 

actualities of years past. 1 have stnictured them into the texture of rny life (painting). 

An authentic life evolves over a span of many years. 1 want to be energized to 

make the latter part of my life exceed the expectations of the former! 

Perhaps when my family membes read these pages, they wili feel affhned 

regarding the abundant blessings the "Lynns" have enjoyed. Maybe a detailed reflection 

of their mother's life wiU raise horizons and grant an understanding of eternal, 



providential works of art, creatively designed on the canvass of one woman's humanity. 

The W e ,  which ends up surrounding a finished portrait, m u t  not be cornpetition 

for it in the area of design or beauty. A wellchosen fiame adds a touch of completeness, 

which incorporates the message the artkt wanted to convey. The more profound the 

thought, feeling and creativity an artist puts into hidher work, the more it udolds to an 

alert spectator. 

Even the sodden things c m  becorne, oncp 
we huve made pence with hem, a source of 
wirdom and strength for the joumey that 

stiU lies ahead. 
Frederick Buechner, quoted in "A Gmce Disguiseci" 




